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44 The promotion theory of relative 
constructions s 

1.. Introductio n 

Takingg the conclusions of Chapter 3 as a starting point, this chapter discusses the 
syntaxx of (restrictive) relative clause constructions in terms of the promotion theory 
off  relativization in detail. Section 2 is an introduction to the promotion theory, and 
ann outline of earlier work by Kayne (1994) and Bianchi (1999), upon which this 
chapterr is based in part. The core of my proposal concerning postnominal restrictive 
relativess is outlined in section 3. Sections 4 through 6 explain how it can be 
extendedd to the other syntactic main types of relatives: prenominal, circumnominal 
andd correlative. Relative pronouns and particles are discussed separately in the next 
chapter.. Section 7 summarizess and concludes the chapter. 

2.. The promotion theory: previous scholarship 

Thee promotion theory has its roots in Schachter (1973) and Vergnaud (1974/1985). 
Ass discussed in Ch3§3.1.3, the raising analysis as proposed by these authors suffers 
fromfrom serious problems from the perspective of present-day syntax. Subsequently, in 
Ch3§3.2/3,, I have shown that even the revised raising analysis performs less well 
thann the promotion theory, which combines raising with the D-complement 
hypothesis.. Therefore I wil l take Kayne's (1994) original proposal of the promotion 
theoryy as a starting point here. 

2.1.2.1. Kqyne's (1994) analysis and Borsley's (1997) criticism 

Inn Kayne's system a relative construction like the house (that) I painted is 
representedd as in (1). The relative CP is selected by the outer determiner the, and the 
antecedentt house by the subordinate verb painted. The selection structure is shown in 
(la).. The antecedent house is moved to SpecCP; see (lb). 

(1)) a. [DP [D-the [a. (that) I painted house ]]]  -> 
b.. [DP [D< the [CP housei [c (that) I painted 1*  ]]] ] 

Iff  there is a relative pronoun (Drej), e.g. in the house which I painted, the situation is 
aa littl e more complex. The pronoun originally takes the position that normally a 
determinerr does: [D> [D which) [M? house]]. It is this complex that raises; see (2b). But 
thee word order is still not the final one: the head house needs to precede which. 
Thereforee NP moves to SpecDP, as shown in (2c). 
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(2)) a. [op [D the [CP I painted [op-rei which [NP house]]]]] -> 
b.. [DP [D the [cp [op-id which [NP house]! [c I painted ti ]]] ] -> 
cc bp [D- the [CP bp-rd [NP house]k [D .«i which t  ̂ft [ c I painted t, ]]] ] 

Onee may wonder why the relative pronoun is not simply put in the position of C, as 
inn (3). 

(3)) bp b the [CP [NP house]; [c which b I painted t, ]]]]] 

Butt this is impossible. Several languages show both a relative pronoun and a 
complementizerr (cf. Chapter 5, sections 3.1 and 4.2). For instance, (4a) is translated 
Middlee English, (4b) is an example from a dialect of Dutch (i.e. Aarschot), taken 
fromfrom Dekkers (1999:58). 

(4)) a. the man who that I saw 
b.. de stoelen di da kapot zijn 

thee chairs which that broken are 

Soo the complementizer position is already occupied. Also see Lehmann (1984), 
Hoekstraa (1994), Pittner (1996), Bianchi (1999), Broekhuis & Dekkers (2000), and 
otherss for data on this matter. 

Couldd not a relative pronoun have its own projection, then? This idea is 
sketchedd in (5), where the antecedent and the relative CP are the specifier and the 
complementt of the relative pronoun head, respectively. 

(5)) [aeip antecedent [Rer who [relative CP} ]] 

Thee suggestion in (5) can have many theoretical variants, with or without raising. 
Al ll  are clearly wrong, for several reasons. First, in Lehmann's terms (cf. Ch2§4), 
onee of the functions of a relative pronoun is Gap Construction (German: 
'Leerstellenbildung').. In many languages this can be detected easily, since a relative 
pronounn bears subordinate clause Case. This is shown by the German example in 
(6). . 

(6)) Ich sah den Herm der einen Hut trug. 
II  saw the.ACC gentleman.ACC who.NOM a hat wore 

Hencee the Case on the pronoun shows that it is part of the relative clause.1 Therefore 
(5)) cannot be the basic structure of a relative construction. Second, the relative 
pronounn can be part of a larger pied piped constituent, e.g. whose mother, or in 

However,, in a non-raising theory there could be a relative operator inside the relative CP which 
transmitss subordinate clause Case to the relative pronoun (a suggestion by Hans Broekhuis). A very 
laboriouss procedure indeed: why would we not rather generate Drci below itself and then move it up, 
ass in the standard theory0 
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which.which. Hence the w/ï-phrase cannot be a head. It must be a maximal projection 
whichh is moved to the front of the relative clause: SpecCP. 

Thuss consider again (lb) and (2c), repeated in (7a/b). In Kayne's original 
proposall  there is no DPrd projection in (7a). Raising applies just to NP (or QP if 
theree is an additional quantifier). 

(7)) a. [DP b' the [Q. [NP housel [ c (that) I painted  ̂]]] ] 
b.. [DP [D- the [a. fop.  ̂[NPhouse]k [ D ^ which tk j]i [ c I painted t< ]]] ] 

Itt is bothersome that the derivation in (7a) differs from (7b). In De Vries (1996) I 
havee argued that the two sentences have the same structural analysis: (7b). The only 
differencee is that the first sentence has a zero relative pronoun. This is confirmed in 
aa sense by Borsley (1997). He shows that the gap position in the relative clause is a 
DPP position for several reasons. First, the gap is an argument position, and 
argumentss are DPs (cf. Abney 1987, Longobardi 1994 and others). Second, the trace 
actss as a variable, hence as a DP-trace, with respect to several tests: binding, control, 
licencingg of parasitic gaps, Case marking and weak islands. This is illustrated below, 
wheree I use Borsley's (1997:632/3) data. 

Inn (8), the trace of a non-w/i-relative can be co-indexed with a pronoun, 
providedd that the pronoun does not c-command it. This parallels the data in (9) with 
DP-tracess in w/i-questions. 

(8)) a. the mâ  that tj thought he; saw a UFO 
b.. the mani that he*j thought tj saw a UFO 

(9)) a. WhOi tj thought hei saw a UFO? 
b.. WhOi did he*i think ti saw a UFO? 

Inn (10) the trace controls a PRO subject. 

(10)) a. the mani that t*  tried PRO* to fool everybody, 
b.. WhOi t tried PRO, to fool everybody? 

Inn (11) it licences a parasitic gap. 

(11)) a. the booki that Bil l criticized t, without reading e! 
b.. Which bookj did Bill criticize t, without reading e, ? 

Thee trace (or chain of traces) must occupy a Case-marked position, hence expletive 
constructionss like (12) are excluded. Again, this is similar to the situation in 
wfc-questionss as in (13). 

(12)) a. the mani that (*it ) was arrested ti 
b.. the mani that (*it ) seemed ti to know the answer 
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(13)) a. Which man was (*it ) arrested t*  ? 
b.. Which man* {seemed}/*  {did it seem}  ti to know the answer? 

Finally,, some languages allow extraction of referential phrases from weak islands. 
Extractionn is also possible in non-wA-relatives; see (14). 

(14)) a. the bookj that we wondered how to afford ^ [infinitival  wh-compl] 
b.. the book; that we regretted that John read t; [factive complement] 

I ff  it is assumed that referential phrases are DPs, the gap in a relative clause is 
probablyy also a DP. 

Thuss I conclude with Borsley that the gap in a relative clause must be a DP, 
whetherr there is an overt relative pronoun or not. This is confirmed by Bianchi 
(2000a). . 

Apartt from the issue concerning the categorial status of the gap, questions like 
thee following must be answered: 

 What forces the movements indicated in (7b)? 
 How can the Case patterns in relative constructions be explained? 
 Why can a determiner head be empty in a relative DP in a //lof-relative, but not 

elsewhere? ? 

Kaynee (1994) hardly addresses these matters. Borsley (1997) assumes that the 
promotionn theory needs many additional ad hoc mechanisms to get things right, and 
thereforee he rejects it altogether. However, his critique was anticipated upon and 
partlyy countered in Bianchi (1995) and De Vries (1996). Moreover, in Ch3§3 of this 
bookk I have shown that the standard theory actually needs more additional 
mechanisms.. The second part of Borsley's critique concerns apposition and 
extraposition.. These subjects are treated separately in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively, 
wheree I show them to be independent of the specific theory of relativization chosen. 

2.2.2.2. Bianchi (1999/2000a) 

Att this point, consider Bianchi's (1999/2000a) revision of Kayne (1994). She also 
distinguishess //*a/-relatives from w/*-relatives, but in another way. The relevant 
structuress are given in (15), cf. Bianchi (2000a: 125/130). 

(15)) a. [Dp Drei+the [CT [DP t K̂i picture], [ c that Bil l liked t, ]]] 
b.. [DP the [CP [NP picture] [c C [xp [DP which t^] ; [x- X [n> Bill liked t, ]]]]] ] 

Bianchii  argues the following: 

(i)) The antecedent is raised to SpecCP, because the outer D has a strong 
selectionall  feature that can only be checked by a [+N] category in its minimal 
domain. . 

(ii )) The empty Drei in //wr/-relatives is licenced by incorporation into the external D. 
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(iii )) ^-relatives have a split CP a la Rizzi (1997). DPrd is only raised to SpecXP; 
NPP moves on to SpecCP (instead of SpecDPrd, as Kayne assumed). 

Althoughh Bianchi's analysis has its advantages, I will not follow her exactly on 
thesee points. 

Inn my view, selection cannot be feature checking as Bianchi presents it. In fact, 
Bianchii  seems to introduce a third type of feature (a 'subcategorization feature''?), 
whichh combines traditional selectional features of the lexicon with formal syntactic 
featuress that drive movement. But there are also practical problems with respect to 
(i).. In (15b), for instance, D's selectional feature [+N] must checked eventually by 
thee raised noun phrase. At a certain point of the derivation, D and CP are merged, 
butt at that very moment no checking can be performed, since NP is still in SpecXP. 
Thuss NP must be raised to SpecCP first. This could not have happened before the 
mergingg of CP with D, since there is no trigger for it within CP. However, overt 
movementt of NP to SpecCP after merging CP with D is countercyclic movement. 
Moreover,, it is not clear what has caused the presence of the CP level to begin with. 
Thesee problems do not occur in my analysis, as will be explained in the next section. 

Concerningg (ii), the licencing of D^ by incorporating it into the external D is 
onlyy legitimate if their features are compatible. Their 4»-features match, so that is all 
rightright Furthermore, Bianchi argues that D^ is underspecified for definiteness, hence 
itt cannot disagree with D's feature specification in this respect. The problem may be 
thee Case feature. Whether it is empty or not, D^ gets Case in the subordinate clause. 
Sincee the external D checks its Case in the matrix clause, the two Case features are 
generallyy incompatible (unless accidentally). According to Bianchi, Drd's Case 
featuree is already checked and erased before D^ is raised. Unfortunately this 
proceduree is incompatible with the general view on features presented in Chapter 1 
(wheree I claim that there is no 'erasure' of features). 

Ass for (iii) , I consider it particularly unattractive that w/i-relatives and 
f/Ktf-relativess get different analyses. For instance, why do wA-relatives have a split 
CPP and //ratf-relatives not? Moreover, (iii ) raises other problems. Sentences like (4) 
abovee with both a complementizer and a relative pronoun show that Drej must be in 
thee highest projection. The representation in (15b) leads to wrong word orders, viz. 
thosee where C would precede Drd, which is never attested.2 Second, if NP can move 
alone,, what forces pied piping of DPrei (which is necessary for the raising of Drd 
laterr on) in (15a) except a backtracking procedure? Finally (but that may be a matter 
off  execution), we need to know what forces movement of DPrd to SpecXP in (15b), 
whichh implies a precise answer to the question what XP actually is. 

II  will not discuss Bianchi's analysis at length. Clearly, it is far more elaborate 
thann Kayne's original proposal and obviates a substantial part of Borsley's critique. 
Nevertheless,, it is not completely compatible with the general assumptions in this 
book.. In the next section I will present an alternative to her approach, the basis of 

Theree may be one exception, though. Hoekstra (1994) reports the order of die 'if who' in the 
Amsterdamm dialect of Dutch. However, notice that of is the wrong complementizer in this context. It 
iss normally used in questions; in relative clauses we expect dat 'that'. This makes these data suspect 
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whichh was laid in De Vries (1996). Subsequently, I wil l apply it to a large range of 
relativee constructions in sections 4 through 6. 

3.. Postnominal relatives 

Thiss section treats of the basic syntax of postnominal relative constructions, the 
mostt common type of relativization. The derivation is presented in terms offeature 
checking.checking. The rationale behind it is based on wh, Case and agreement facts. In order 
too be clear about the necessary assumptions, I have split up the analysis in small 
parts.. First, section 3.1 deals with w/wnovement; 3.2 explains the relevance of Case 
andd agreement; 3.3 discusses the relation between D and N; 3.4 shows a detailed 
derivationn of a canonical postnominal restrictive relative; 3.5 is on r/ratf-relatives; 
3.6.. discusses word order variation; 3.7 concludes the argument. 

3.1.3.1. Wh-movement 

Manyy relative pronouns are morphologically identical to interrogative pronouns (at 
leastt in the Indo-European languages; cf. Appendix E, table 8). Examples are which 
andd who in English. Therefore the assumption that there may be w>ft-movement in 
relativee clauses is plausible. In fact, since Chomsky (1977) it is generally accepted 
thatt relative clauses involve w/j-movement. The diagnostics for it are listed in (16), 
quotedd from Chomsky (1977:86). 

(16)) Wh-movement 
a.. It leaves a gap. 
b.. Where there is a bridge, there is an apparent violation of Subjacency, the 

Propositional-Islandd Condition (PIC), and the Specified Subject 
Conditionn (SSC). 

c.. It observes the Complex Noun Phrase Constraint (CNPC). 
d.. It observes w/?-island constraints. 

Thee definitions of the conditions in (16b/c) are stated below. I will not illustrate them separately 
here;; see e.g. Chomsky (1977), Bach (1977), Ross (1967) and Van Riemsdijk & Williams (1986) for 
discussion. . 
Subjacency,, taken from Chomsky (1977:73): "a cyclic rule [i.e. move NP/wh] cannot move a 
phrasee Y to X (or conversely) in the structure ... X ... [a ... [3 ... Y ...]„... ]a ... X... where a, pare 
cyclicc nodes [i.e. S\ NP]." 
PIC,, taken from Bach (1977:145): "given a structure ... X ... [a ... Y ...] ... X ... where a is a 
cyclicc node (S\ NP possibly S, S"), no rule may involve X and Y if a is a prepositional island (for 
Englishh = finite clause)." [Note that this is a parametrized version of the so-called Tensed-S 
Condition.] ] 
SSC,, taken from Van Riemsdijk & Williams (1986:118): "No rule may relate X and Y in the 
structure.... X... [„  ... Z ... W, YW2 ...]« ... (or... [ t t...Z... W, YW2 . . . ]a ... X ...) where Z is 
thee subject of Wj Y W2." 
CNPC,, taken from Ross (1967:76): "No element contained in an S dominated by a noun phrase with 
aa lexical head noun may be moved out of that noun phrase byy a transformation." 
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Whatt is particularly interesting is that //ratf-relatives satisfy the criteria as well, 
althoughh there is no overt wh-v/ord. Below, all elements of (16a-d) wil l be 
illustrated,, for both types: w/i-relatives and f/wtf-relatives. The examples are mine. 
Wheneverr OP is used, this designates a moved w^-operator: the empty counterpart 
off  a relative pronoun.4 

Propertyy (16a) is rather obvious: 

(17)) a. the meal whichi you ate t;/*beans 
b.. the meal OP; (that) you ate t*  /*beans 

Sincee which is the moved object of ate, there cannot be another object. 
Diagnosticc (16b) means that if the movement seems unbounded (i.e. crossing 

sentencee boundaries in one swoop) it involves successive cyclic movement via the 
COMPP position (SpecCP). This possibility is illustrated in (18). 

(18)) a. the meal which; you predicted V ' that Luke believed tj' that Nana ate ti 
b.. the meal OP* (that) you predicted V ' that Luke believed V that Nana ate ti 

Constructionss like (18) are marked or even impossible in some languages. In fact, 
theyy are often marked in English as well. What is important, though, is that the 
acceptabilityy judgements exactly parallel those for parallel vf/i-question sentences, 
e.g.. Which meal did you predict that Luke believed that Nana ate? 

Thee effect of the Complex NP Constraint is shown in (19). 

(19)) a. * the meal which; I heard the story that Luke ate t; 

b.. * the meal OP; (that) I heard the story that Luke ate t; 

Finally,, a w/i-island construction is given in (20). 

(20)) a. * the meal which; I wondered who ate t; 
b.. * the meal OP; (that) I wondered who ate t, 

Heree who is in SpecCP, hence it occupies the necessary bridge for movement of 
which/OP,which/OP, thus causing a Subjacency violation. 

Clearly,, both types of relative clauses (tóaf-relatives and wfc-relatives) meet the 
criteriaa for w/i-movement.5 In the present framework of syntax, w/ï-movement may 
bee seen as movement of a constituent that bears a wA-feature to SpecCP, where the 
featuree is checked Given that there are empty operators that perform w/i-movement, 
aa w/i-feature does not need morphological support: it has a more abstract nature. 

Accordingg to Safir (1986:678), parasitic gaps offer additional proof for the existence of an operator 
inn the COMP position in non-H-A-relatives; see (i). 
(i)) every man [wh [John saw ej [without meeting p&J] 

Noticee that Borsley (1997) uses the same argument to show that the gap is a DP; cf. (11) above. 
Seee further Chomsky (1977) for extensive discussion, or Van Riemsdijk & Williams (1986:93-101) 
forr an overview. 
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Cross-linguistically,, many relative pronouns have a w(h)-foTmat, e.g. 
which/whowhich/who in English or wat/(de)welke in Dutch. Many relative pronouns 
morphologicallyy equal - or are derived from - interrogative pronouns. A second 
classs of relative pronouns resembles demonstrative pronouns, e.g. Dutch die, dat or 
Germann der, die, das. Relative constructions containing one of these pronouns also 
meett the criteria for w/ï-movement. Therefore, relative pronouns in <i-format also 
possesss a w/j-feature. Somewhat superfluously, a further indication for this is, for 
instance,, that Dutch die may be interchanged with (old-fashioned) (dejwelke (with 
ann optional d and a visible w) and that dat may be replaced by (colloquial) wat.6 

Alsoo some dialectal forms show a visible w, instead of standard Dutch d. 
Inn short, we may state the following:7 

Theoremm I 
a.a. Relative pronouns can have various formats: w(h)-, d-, empty or otherwise. 
b.b. All relative pronouns bear a ƒ+wh]feature. 

Theoremm II 
AllpostnominalAllpostnominal relative constructions undergo wh-movement of a relative pronoun. 

Thiss concludes the discussion on w/i-movement for the moment. I wil l return to it at 
severall  points of the discussion in later sections. 

3.2.3.2. Case and agreement 

Considerr the Case and agreement facts in relative constructions. A relative pronoun 
agreess with the head noun, i.e. they bear the same ^features, i-e. number, gender 
andd person. However, there is a possible difference in Case between the two, as is 
illustratedd with the German sentence in (21). 

(21)) Ich fürchte den Herrn der eine Pistole tragt. 
II  fear the.ACC gentleman.ACC who.NOM a gun carries 

MASC.3SGG MASC.3SG MASC.3SG 

Borsleyy (1997) states that this is a principal problem for the promotion theory, but in 
myy view it is only a problem of execution. Kayne (1994) does not really address the 
issue.. I wil l give a derivational analysis for (21) in terms of feature checking. 

First,, let me clearly state in general what (21) shows for German, where both 
thee agreement and the Case features can be seen overtly. 

Theoremm EQ 
RelativeRelative pronouns - like nouns, determiners, and other sorts of pronouns - bear 
^features^features (person, number, gender) and Case features. 

Thee analysis of dewelke is unclear, as yet: does it consist of one or two heads? 

Forr the moment, I ignore the complications that relative particles and resumptives raise. These are 
treatedd in Chapter 5. 
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Consequently,, relative pronouns that do not show a morphological reflex of these 
featuress (such as the English ones, or empty operators), still bear them in an abstract 
sense.. This is of course similar to the common statement that all noun phrases bear 
abstractt Case. Notice that in my terms a noun has its own features (including a Case 
feature).. In Bianchi's work, a noun has Case because it is governed by a determiner. 

Thee next step is to establish the syntactic status of relative pronouns. In this 
bookk I follow Abney (1987) and others in that a determiner is the head of a nominal 
constituent.. In other words: a nominal argument is a DP. The head D contains an 
articlee or some other determiner, and it selects an NP. I don't think it would be very 
boldd to assume that a relative pronoun is a D head as well. In fact, the standard 
theoryy of relative clauses would be perfectly happy to hear that relative pronouns are 
DD heads. I wil l show that this is exactly the right assumption for the promotion 
theory,, too.8 

Theoremm IV 
a.a. Nominal arguments are DPs, where the determiner D selects NP. 
b.b. A relative pronoun is a determiner. 

Thee next subsection shows how the syntax of Case and agreement can be 
implementedd in a derivational DP framework. 

3.3.3.3. The relation between N and D 

Thiss subsection discusses the syntax of Case and agreement in DPs outside a relative 
context;; §3.4 will continue with relative DPs, and show how Borsley's problem is 
naturallyy solved. I wil l treat Case and agreement together, since they are closely 
related. . 

Theree is a clear interaction between D and N. There is not only a selectional 
relation.. Normally, D and N also bear similar Case and agreement features. Certain 
determiners,, namely articles, cannot even exist without a noun: 

(22)) a. The book is on the kitchen table. 
b.. * The is on the. 

Thee tight connection between D and N can also be illustrated with a Swedish 
example.. In (23b) the noun has incorporated into the determiner. 

(23)) a. ett hus [DP ett [NP hus]] 'a house' 
b.. hus-et [DP huvet [NP tj ] 'the house' 

Inn Bianchi's work this assumption is emphasized by the use of the term relative determiner to 
indicatee a relative pronoun. 
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Accordingg to Delsing (1988/1993) there is overt N-to-D raising (incorporation of N 
intoo D) in Scandinavian.9 This is indicated in (23). The same kind of incorporation 
cann be seen in other languages, e.g. Bulgarian, Basque or Erzya. Delsing assumes 
thatt there is a head raising parameter. If we submit this parameter to the logic of the 
Minimalistt Program, it follows that there is abstract (covert) incorporation of N into 
DD in other languages (e.g. Dutch or English).10 The difference between the Swedish 
andd the English data may be encoded in the theory as a strong/weak distinction of a 
featuree on D.11 If the feature is strong, N incorporates into D overtly and checking 
takess place. This gives (23b) for instance. If the feature is weak, only the formal 
featuress of N raise to D, as in English the house. 

Whatt kind of feature does this involve? This question is not difficult to answer. 
Determinerss bear ^features, as can be seen overtly in many languages, for instance 
inn German (cf. theorem HI). If features on functional heads need to be checked - a 
commonn assumption - these «fi-features are exactly what is needed theoretically. The 
incorporationn relation between N and dependent D makes sure that they agree and 
bearr the same Case. If the Case and ^features were not compatible, incorporation 
wouldd lead to a crash of the derivation. Or, from the opposite perspective: 
incorporationn is only possible if there are no contradictory features. This, too, is a 
veryy common assumption, cf. Bianchi (2000a). 

Att this point, consider the necessary assumptions that are part of the 
derivationall  framework used. These are listed in theorem V, which is a summary of 
Chapterr 1, section 3: 

Theoremm V 
a.a. Derivations are strictly cyclic. 
b.b. Formal features must be checked. 
c.c. Checking of a feature (i.e. comparison with a similar feature) can take place 

(i)(i)  in a spec-head configuration, or 
(ii)(ii)  in a head incorporation structure. 

d.d. Features of a head X are visible in all projections of that head: X, X', XP.1' 
e.e. Features areparametrically strong'or 'weak'. 
f.f. Strong features force overt checking, i.e. with PF-related ('lexical') material. 
g.g. Weak features may be checked covertly, i.e. without PF-related material, 
h.h. Incorporation does not tolerate contradictory features. 
i.i. Excorporation is not possible. 

Thiss analysis is inspired by earlier work by Szabolcsi (1984), Hellan (1986), Abney (1987) and 
Ritter(1988). . 
Forr pre-Minimalist ideas along the same lines cf. Longobardi (1994). 

Inn Swedish a definite determiner has a strong feature. (23a) shows that an indefinite determiner has a 
weakk feature. If there is an adjective there may be doubling of the determiner. The intricacies of 
Swedishh double definiteness are outside the scope of this discussion; but see Delsing (1993:Ch4). 
Thiss is prerequisite for theorem Vc, which describes checking between heads, and checking between 
aa head and a specifier. Since a specifier contains a maximal projection according to the X'-theory, 
featuress must be visible in projections of a head. This is often described with the pretheoretical 
notionn of percolation; see also Chi §3.2. 
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ƒƒ Covert movement is 'partial head movement' of formal features.13 

k.k. Covert movement is more economical than overt movement. 

Thee consequence of Va and Vb is that formal features force movement of a 
constituentt or head that contains the feature needed, if it cannot be obtained by 
mergingg from the lexicon (or another partial derivation). 

Givenn this framework, consider the role of «^features in the analysis of a 
simplee DP. A DP like the house in English has the surface structure (24), where the 
^featuress of D force incorporation into D of N's formal features (FF), which include 
equall  ^features. This creates a proper checking configuration. N's phonological 
featuress (PF) are stranded. Incorporation is indicated by a '+'.14 

(24)) [DPbFF(N>H-D][KpPF(N)]]. 
thee house 

Crucially,, (24) is the only possible derivation that survives: 
Iff  nothing moves, i.e. the structure remains [DP D [>n> N]] , there is noo checking 

configurationn and D's ^features cannot be checked. Therefore the derivation 
crashess (at the LF-interface). 

Iff  N moves overtly, the structure becomes [DP [D N+D] [NP t„]] . All features can 
bee checked. The derivation does not crash, but it is less economical than (24). If D's 
^featuress were strong (as in Swedish hus-et), this option would survive. 

Iff  NP moves overtly, the structure becomes [DP [NP N] [D- D t^ ]] . This is a 
checkingg configuration. Features can be checked, hence the derivation does not 
crash,, but again, it is less economical than (24). Notice that in Swedish, this option 
competess with the former (that is, without further assumptions). 

Iff  there is movement but no checking, the derivation crashes (at the 
LF-interface),, because of Theorem Vb. 

Next,, consider how the distribution of Case is justified. The consequence of the 
DP-theoryy is that it must be DP (the outer shell of a nominal argument) that is 
responsiblee for argument-external checking relations. In other words, checking of a 
Casee feature on I, AgrO, AgrS, V or P (depending on the particular construction and 
theory)) is performed by DP.15 

Thiss is the consequence of the idea that derivations are strictly cyclic (theorem Va). LF-movement 
wouldd be countercyclic; cf. Chi §3.2. 
X+YY can be analysed as [y X [Y]] , which is 'head adjunction'. 
Onee might think that if D checks Case with a functional head in the clause, it is possible that it also 
checkss (^features there. For instance, if DP is a subject, there is agreement with the verb, so number 
andd person could be checked with I (or AgrS). The question is then if checking with N is still 
necessary.. This is certainly so, e.g. because there is also a gender feature. As far as I know, verbs 
neverr show gender agreement, so D is forced to enter into a checking relation with N. In the 
remainderr of the text I wil l not discuss a possible decomposition of ^features and simply state that 
DD needs to check 4>-features with N. 
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InIn a nominal phrase like the house there are at least four relevant features: <j> on 
N,, <j) on D, Case on N, Case on D. Externally, there is a Case feature on, say, AgrO. 
Thee accusative Case on AgrO must be checked, hence DP moves to SpecAgrOP. If 
DD is not accusative, the derivation would crash, so consider the case where DP is 
accusative.. D's 4»-features must be checked by N. This is described above. If these 
featuress do not match, the derivation crashes, hence suppose <fi(D) equals <|>(N). 
Regardingg Case, there are in principle two possibilities: N is also accusative, or N 
hass the 'wrong' Case, say nominative. 

Firstt suppose that N is accusative. This leads to (24) for English, or (23b) for 
Swedish.. N is attracted by D overtly or covertly because D's <t>-features must be 
checked.. Since there are no contradictory features, N may incorporate into D. Hence 
D'ss Case feature is also checked.16 

Second,, suppose that N is nominative. If so, N cannot be incorporated into D, 
becausee there is a contradictory Case feature (cf. theorem Vh). Nevertheless, D's 
cofeaturess must be checked in order to prevent a crash. Thus a less econominal 
derivationn comes into consideration: movement of NP to SpecDP: 

(25)) [DP [MP N^QM,,),)] [D' D(ACC,4) Wl] 

Inn this spec-head configuration the <|>-features can be checked. (N's nominative Case 
iss discussed below.) D's accusative feature cannot be checked, but that is no 
problem,, since DP as a whole moves to SpecAgrOP anyway, hence accusative Case 
cann be checked with AgrO there.17 Thus, whether D's features are weak or strong, 
(25)) is a converging derivation, as far as D is concerned. Still, in normal 
circumstancess (25) wil l crash, because N's Case feature remains unchecked18 

However,, the reader will have noticed that (25) is exactly the structure 
proposedd by Kayne for a relative DP, cf. (7) above, where N is the antecedent and D 
aa relative pronoun. The next subsection resumes the discussion on relative clauses 
andd shows why (25) does not crash in a relative context. In short: because of raising, 
NN can be linked to a higher D.19 

Noticee that D's features should not be 'erased* after checking (contra Chomsky 1995), because they 
aree still necessary, because, when the derivation proceeds, AgrO must be checked with DP. 
Therefore,, I assume that D's checked features receive a check-mark, as argued also in Chi §3.2. 
Recalll  from Chi§3.2 that a feature can be checked in a spec-head configuration. This implies that 
nott all features need to be checked Complete spec-head agreement ("SHAGR") is not a desirable 
theoreticall  concept, because it blurs the difference between incorporation (head movement) and 
spec-headd relations (XP-movement). This is not difficult to prove. If spec-head agreement were to 
involvee all features, it would in general not be possible to generate an XP in SpecYP, or to move it 
there,, because the categorial and other features (almost) never match. For instance, if a DP [+N,-V] 
iss generated as the external argument of a verb in SpecVP [-N,+V] the derivation crashes before it 
evenn starts, so to speak. 

Theoremm Vb states that formal features must be checked. In the Minimalist Program this is often 
interpretedd as: only formal features of functional heads must be checked. I reject this additional 
assumption;; see also Chi§3.2. 
Noticee that the view presented here differs in some respects from De Vries (19%). 
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3.4.3.4. A detailed derivation of postnominal restrictive relatives 

Givenn the above premises, the derivation of a relative clause like (21) is 
straightforwardd This is illustrated in (26), which is a merge-smd-move schema, 
startingg with the embedded clause. A detailed explanation is given immediately 
below.. I wil l discuss the derivation of this German sentence first and consider other 
possibilitiess right after that.20 Notice that the derivation in English is exactly the 
same. . 

(26)) Ich fürchte den Herrn der eine Pistole tragt. 
'II  fear the gentleman who carries a gun.' 
a.. [op.̂  der [NP Herrn]] -> 
b.. bp-,d [NP Herrnjh der th ] -> 
c.. [VP fop-id Herrnh der th ] [v eine Pistole tragt]] -» 
d.. [n> bp-rd Hernih der th ], [ r I [VP ti eine Pistole tragt]]] -> 
e.. [CP [DP-«I Herrrih der t ] { [c- C > V I [ w ti eine Pistole tragt]]]] -
f.. [Dp den [CP |Dp-rd Herrnh der th ]i C [n> V I [ w tj eine Pistole tragt]]]] -» 
g.. [DP FFh+den [cp [Dp-rd Herrrih der th ]i C [n> t\ I [ w t*  eine Pistole tragt]]]] -
h.. [cp Ich fürchte [DP FFh+den [cp Herrnh der eine Pistole tragt]]] 

Thee (future) head noun Herrn originates in the subordinate clause, viz. as the 
complementt of the relative pronoun der, see (26a). This is one of the basic 
assumptionss of the raising/promotion analysis. It reflects the fact that the head noun 
playss a semantic role in the relative clause. Drd and N wil l be ultimately 
disconnectedd in a way, so they do not necessarily match in every respect {read: then-
Casess may be different). Nevertheless, the categorial selection of NP by D is as 
usual;; moreover they must agree in ^features. 

Thee (^feature agreement between D^ and N needs to be checked. This licences 
movement.. In this context there cannot be N-to-D raising, since N and Drej have a 
contradictoryy Case feature (i.e. Drd is nominative, N accusative). Therefore 
incorporationn is not allowed. Still, D^'s ^features need to be checked. Therefore 
NPP is attracted to SpecDPrc!, in accordance with theorem Vc(i) above; see (26b). 
Thiss is a normal checking configuration and the ^feature agreement is settled. The 
contradictoryy Case features cannot be checked at this point. Structure (26b) is like 
(25).. If nothing else happens, the derivation would crash because of unchecked Case 
features.. Notice that although D's 4>-feature is weak in German, the system forces 
overtt movement of NP in this context. As explained, incorporation - i.e. (abstract) 
headd movement - is not an option here. Hence a less economical derivation must be 
chosen,, because the more economical one would crash; cf. Chi§3.2. 

Next,, DPrei as a whole is selected as the subject of the predicate eine Pistole 
tragttragt in (26c). Thus the requirement that an argument position must be occupied by 
aa DP is fulfilled. 

20 0 Here,, a spec-head-comp order is assumed in the functional domain. The argument abstracts away 
fromm the VO/OV discussion in Dutch and German, See further section 3.6. 
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Whenn I (or AgrSP if one likes) is merged with VP in (26d), it attracts the 
subjectt DPrd in order to check nominative Case (probably along with the EPP - if 
thatt is a feature - and other features, e.g. person/number agreement). Obviously, the 
Casee associated with N (which is accusative) does not enter in any checking relation 
att this point. 

Inn (26e) the CP-level is added. The relative pronoun possesses a wA-feature; 
thereforee DPrd moves to SpecCP and the w/»-features are checked in spec-head 
configuration. . 

Then,, in accordance with the D-complement hypothesis, the whole CP is 
mergedd as the complement of D (den); see (26f). 

Att this point it becomes clear why a structure like (25) is allowed in a relative 
clause.. The derivation does not crash, because N can be associated with a higher 
determiner.. Since the head noun is in the specifier of DPreJ in the specifier of CP, 
theree is no barrier between D (den) and N (Herrn).2ï D's ^features attract N. In 
Germann these features are weak, so the movement is covert (because that is more 
economicall  than overt movement). This is indicated in (26g) by moving the formal 
featuress of N to D. Hence the agreement between D and N is checked in an 
incorporationn structure. Incorporation is only possible if all features match, therefore 
NN and D must also bear the same Case - accusative in this example. Hence the Case 
featuress are checked, too. 

Finally,, the whole DP is inserted into the matrix clause in (26h). DP is 
accusative,, since its complex head FFh+D is accusative. Hence the matrix clause 
AgrOPP (not indicated in (26)) can check its accusative Case feature with DP. 

Althoughh D and N originate separately, they end up together. They agree and 
bearr the same Case, which may differ from the Case of the relative pronoun. 

Next,, some relevant other possible derivations wil l be considered. First, take a 
Swedishh sentence like (27). 

(27)) Jag talade med mann-en vilken kanner dig. 
II  spoke with man-the who knows you 
'II  spoke with the man who knows you.' 

Upp to (26g) the derivation exactly parallels the one in German or English. The final 
twoo steps are sketched in (28). 

(28)) a.-f. ... compare (26a-f)... -> 
g.. [DP mannh+en [CP [DP.rel th vilken th ]; C [w t', I [yp t, kanner dig]]]] -> 
h.. [Cp Jag talade med [DP mann+en [CP vilken kanner dig]]] 

Seee also Kayne (1994), Barbiers (1995), De Vries (1996), and Bianchi (1999/2000a). Notice that 
theree is no intermediate head. 
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Sincee the outer D has strong <j>-features, the head noun marm incorporates overtly 
intoo this determiner en?2 

Second,, consider the possibility that all relevant Cases happen to be equal, as 
inn theNQMmanNOMwhoNOMsawyou, left. The relative DP is [ [D_rd who] [NP [N man]]] 
initially .. Then, there are three options: 

(i)) N incorporates into Drej overtly. 
(ii )) N incorporates into Drei covertly, i.e. the formal features of N move to Drd. 
(iii )) NP moves to SpecDPreI. 

Eachh of the three options is a valid step at this point of the derivation, because it 
leadss to a checking configuration; hence the ^features and nominative Case are 
checked.. However, in Swedish (ii) would not be allowed because D's features are 
strong.. In English, (ii ) wil l eventually be preferred over (i), because it is more 
economical.. But the distinction between (i) and (ii ) on the one hand and (iii ) on the 
otherr is more interesting. When the derivation proceeds, DP î moves to SpecCP. 
Dmati(ix)) selects CP .̂ At this point the relation between N and D,,,̂  is crucial. D ^ 
needss to check its ^features with N, so the latter is attracted Therefore N 
incorporatess into D and the features are checked. In Swedish this is overt, in English 
covert.. If initially step (iii ) was taken, this is no problem: the whole procedure is 
similarr to the one described in (26). However, if initially (i) or (ii ) was performed, N 
orr FF(N) has to excorporate from Drel before it can incorporate into Dn, .̂ Many 
linguistss assume that excorporation is not a possible step (cf. theorem Vi) . If so, the 
derivationn built from (i) or (ii )) eventually crashes, because N is locked in Drel, so 
Dn.atr'ss ^features remain unchecked. Therefore the derivation starting with (iii ) -
althoughh less economical than (ii ) - is probably the only survivor in a relative 
context. . 

Third,, consider the hypothetical possibility that three different Cases are 
selected:: ...D-matrDAT NNOM D-reJACC ..., which is wrong. Since the Cases do not 
match,, incorporation is impossible. Therefore initially NP moves to SpecDPrel and 
thee (^features are checked DPrel checks Case in the clausal domain, in this example 
withh AgrO. DP^ moves to SpecCP. D ^ selects CP. Then NP moves to SpecDP ,̂ 
soo that Dmatr's (^features can be checked. (Again, incorporation is impossible 
becausee dative and nominative do not match.) DPmatr wil l check dative in the matrix 
clause.. The relevant configuration is now (29), (where NP has been raised from 
withinn CP): 

(29)) [DPmatr [N? N N O M ] [D' L\)AT CPrel ]] 

Thiss structure is comparable with (25) above. I have shown that it wil l survive only 
iff  N can be associated with a higher D. Since there is no such D available in the 

Ass noticed before, the option that NP moves to SpecDP instead of overt N-into-D incorporation 
cannott be excluded a priori. It establishes the same word order and an equivalent feature checking 
configuration.. Nevertheless, an argument for head movement could be the fact that mannen is 
phonologicallyy one word. 
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matrix,, the derivation wil l crash - as desired- because N's nominative Case feature 
remainss unchecked. 

Finally,, I must mention that there is one possible derivation which gives a 
wrongg result, but which I do not know how to exclude without further assumptions. 
Supposee N, Dm,,*  and Drd have equal ((^features; N and D^ are nominative, and Dn^ 
iss accusative (or the other way round): e.g. *den Herr tffer...'theAcc gentlemanNOM 
whoMOM--  Initially NP moves to SpecDPrel; the ^features and nominative Case (!) 
aree checked. DPreJ moves to SpecCP; CP is selected by Dma&. Overt or covert 
incorporationn is impossible, because the Cases do not match, hence NP moves to 
SpecDPmatr.. D's <J>-features are checked. The Case of D P ,^ is checked with AgrO in 
thee main clause. Thus all features are checked and the derivation survives. The 
problemm compared to (29) is that here N's Case feature has already been checked in 
thee relative clause, so it cannot cause a crash. A potential solution is to assume that 
iff  NP is raised into a new clausal domain, its features must be re-licenced; but I wil l 
leavee this issue open for further discussion. 

3.5.3.5. 'That'-relatives 

Whatt happens if there is no relative pronoun, as in (30b)? 

(30)) a. I fear the gentleman who carries a gun. 
b.. I fear the gentleman that carries a gun. 

InIn my view these small variations in the COMP area are only surface effects. I prefer 
too treat the data in a uniform way, following in fact Chomsky (1977). The sole 
differencee between (30a) and (30b) is that (30a) has an overt relative pronoun, 
whereass (30b) has an overt complementizer. Chomsky argues that (30b) has an 
emptyy operator which is the equivalent of a relative pronoun. The Doubly Filled 
COMPP Filter makes sure that the relative pronoun and the complementizer cannot be 
overtt both in standard English. See the next chapter for more discussion. 

Inn the promotion theory the empty operator is represented as the determiner 
Drd.. It is phonetically empty, but it does have all the formal features of a relative 
pronoun,, i.e. at least Case and <t>-features and a Wj-feature. Therefore the analysis for 
(30b)) exactly parallels (30a) and (26). 

Borsleyy (1997) objects that if there is an empty Drei, there is a danger of it 
beingg filled with an article, as in (31). This would lead to a doubled article, 
superficially. . 

(31)) * the [Cp [üp-rei the gentleman]j that I saw tj ] 

However,, (31) is excluded for obvious reasons. An article is never [+W/Ï] , hence 
raisingg would not be possible at all. Therefore the external article the remains 
withoutt a noun, and its eft-features cannot be checked. So the derivation crashes. 

Borsleyy also objects to what seems to be the reverse of the same problem: if 
theree can be an empty D in (30b), why is an empty determiner in a non-relative 
definitee DP impossible, e.g. *(the) marP. The answer is, I mink, that the question is 
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wrong.. The phonetically empty D in (30b) is not an arbitrary D, it is an empty 
relativee pronoun Drd. In Dutch, there are no empty relative pronouns. Clearly, this is 
onlyy a lexical difference. English happens not to have empty 3SG articles. Other 
languagess do; Latin for instance. 

3.3. 6. Word order variation 

Inn Chapter 3 I have stressed mat many different word orders with respect to relative 
constructionss have to be accounted for. Relevant is the basic word order of a 
languagee and the linear order of the external determiner, the head noun and the 
relativee clause (which itself may contain a relative pronoun, et cetera). I have shown 
thatt all possible permutations are actually attested. For postnominal relatives, the 
patternss are repeated in (32) and (33). See also Appendix II , table 16. 

(32)) SVO languages 
a.. DNRC e.g. in English 
b.. N D RC e.g. in Swedish 
c.. N RC D e.g. in Indonesian 

(33)) SOV languages 
a.. DNRC e.g. in Hindi 
b.. NDRC e.g. in Oromo 
c.. N RC D e.g. in Lakota 

Thee patterns in (32a) and (32b) have been treated extensively in the previous 
sections,, the other ones remain to be explained. 

InIn the previous chapter I have 'calculated' the movements necessary to derive 
thesee linear orders within several theories on syntactic structure. For the promotion 
theoryy the results are summarized in table 1. (See Ch3§3.2 for definitions, etc.) 

Tablee 1. Movements in promotion theories required to derive word order 
variationsvariations in postnominal relative constructions. 

subtheorysubtheory —> 

wordword order —> 
'basic''basic' structure-* 

44 linear order X 
DD N RC 
NN D RC 
NN RC D 

antisymmetry,, ngid left, ; .,. . . . 
„„  , „ , , .1 ° \ . . ; uniform branching 
funcc left-local uniform branching ^ ° 

VOandOVV  \ VO ! OV 
specT>[a>NPRC]specT>[a>NPRC]  [a>RC NP]D NP]D spec 

yy i HV + rM'^J" 
H,,**  ! riVO 

Mcp++ ; AnD 

Withh respect to the promotion theory of relatives, we can see that an antisymmetric 
phrasee structure, but also 'rigid left' and 'fl-lub', do not distinguish VO languages 
fromfrom OV languages in any relevant sense. The surface linear order D N RC (the 
mostt common type) is derived in the way argued for in the previous sections (cf. 
(26)) above); the order N D RC requires additional overt head movement of N to D, 
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ass explained (cf. (28) above). The pattern N RC D can only be derived if CP with all 
itss content is moved to SpecDP. The resulting structures are shown in some detail in 
(34),, where the determiner and the head noun are printed in bold, and the relative 
clausee (RC) is underlined. 

(34)) a. [DP [D FF(N)+D] [„[DP- ^ [ N P N ] ( D ^ t^ 1^(C) \„  ... t ^ ...]]] 
b.. [DP [D N+D] [Cp fop-rd U t j ( Or , ) t 3 . l t e( C U i P . . . tf a ...HI 
CC [DP [CP [DP-rel [NP N ] (Dr .,) tnp Ife , (O TTP . . t ^  .. .11T D t^ ] 

Thee N RC D pattern can be represented as in (34c). Consider how the derivation 
mightt proceed. As discussed before, NP moves to SpecDPrd and the <J>-features are 
checked.. DPrel checks Case in the subordinate clause. DPrel moves to SpecCP and xvh 
iss checked. CP is selected by D. D needs to check <|> with N (and N needs to check ij> 
andd possibly Case with D), so there must be movement of some kind. At this point 
thee derivation deviates from (34a/b). Instead of movement of NP to SpecDP (or 
incorporationn of N into D), a large constituent in which N is contained moves to 
SpecDP,, namely CP. Why is this possible? I don't think CP has a particular reason 
too be in SpecDP. A solution may be sought in the concept of pied piping. According 
too Koster (2000a) essential differences between languages are differences in pied 
piping.. Although Roster's ideas are much more far-reaching than can be discussed 
herehere (he suggests that the whole overt/covert distinction can be captured by 
differencess in pied piping), I propose to allow for at least some parametrization in 
piedd piping. 

Well-knownn differences with respect to pied piping are examples with 
prepositions;; see (35). 

(35)) a. [pP In which city] does he live tpp? 
b.. [DP Which city] does he live [in t̂ >] ? 

Somee languages prefer (35a), some (35b), and in some pied piping is optional. Of 
coursee pied piping is influenced by opacity effects. If PP is a barrier, (35b) is not an 
option. . 

Thuss suppose - more or less in the spirit of Koster (2000a) - that a particular 
languagee prefers pied piping instead of N(P) movement. Then the whole CP in 
whichh NP is contained may be moved (similarly to the fact that PP is moved instead 
off  DP in (35)). This is a pretheoretical statement, of course. Therefore consider what 
itit  means in terms of feature checking. Feature checking in a spec-head configuration 
iss checking between a maximal projection XP in the specifier position of a head Y, 
andd Y itself. So if XP is a pied piped constituent, the relevant features of an 
embeddedd head must have percolated to the head X (and consequently to XP, as 
notedd before). For instance, in (35) the wfc-feature of which has percolated up to 
P(P).. The PP moves to SpecCP and checks wh. 

Inn (34c) pied piping means that N's ^features and Case percolate up to C(P). 
Soo CP moves to SpecDP and these features can be checked. 

Itt is also clear why (36) is excluded. The derivation of (36) would force pied 
pipingg of DPrd instead of CP: 
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(36)) * bp f™».,., U N K D ^ t r l ^ D U y f ü U ... t ^ ../pi 
e.g.. I know man (who) the (that) saw you 

Butt that would mean that N's features percolate up to DPrei, which already has the 
samee type of features of its own. (Moreover, these may be contradictory.) I have 
arguedd before that features are not 'erased'. The idea that N's features can overwrite 
Drei'ss features (or duplicate if they happen to match) seems highly implausible to 
me.. Hence suppose the following: 

Theoremm VI 
PiedPied piping can be the result of feature percolation to a higher head (or projection) 
whichwhich itself does not bear this kind of features?3 

Thuss typical nominal features like Case or § may percolate up to C(P), or wh may 
percolatee to P(P), since these categories do not inherently bear this kind of features 
themselves. . 

Thesee suggestions relate a particular word order regarding relative clause 
constructionss (34c) to pied piping. A thorough examination of pied piping 
phenomenaa in the relevant languages is needed to further substantiate this kind of 
claims.. This, however, is far beyond the scope of this book. 

Forr now, this concludes the discussion of three versions of the promotion theory 
(antisymmetry,, rigid left and fl-lub) with respect to the derivation of word order 
variationn in postnominal relatives. As can be seen in table 1, the same conclusions 
cann be drawn for the uniform branching version in VO languages. Thus what 
remainss to be discussed is uniform branching with respect to postnominal relatives 
inn OV languages. The surface representations for the three word orders, based on 
tablee 1, are given in (37). Recall that heads and specifiers are on the right here. 

(37)) a. [DP [D- tcp fo mN]] d. U ... t ^ ... ( O U ^ , t^ ( D ^ \™ t.]]^]^] 
b.. [DP [D' [CP tip (C) [op-rd t^ (Dre i ) [NP N ] ]dp-r]cp D]d' fïP . trfp.T . . . l ;p ] 
CC [DP [CP [NP N ] fr p  .  tip., . .  (C) fnP.ryl t̂ p (D„ l ) t y ] ^ , 1 ^ ] ^  D ] 

Cann these representations be derived in a plausible way? Consider (37a) first. Within 
CPP the usual movements and checkings are performed. After selection of CP by D, 
NN is incorporated into D. It is merged to the right of D, which is plausible since 
movementt is also to the right due to right-hand specifiers. So Case and <t>-features 
cann be checked between N and D. After this, there is remnant movement of CP to 
SpecDP.. I can think of no plausible trigger for this. Moreover, if there is a relative 
pronounn or particle it would be on the right (i.e. clause-final). However, Appendix 
E,, table 16 or 24, shows that this pattern is not attested, whereas there are several 

Theree is another possible cause of pied piping: if there is head movement in order to check some 
feature,, other features may be carried along. In turn this can cause movement, which would result in 
piedd piping. See e.g. Chapter 6 on possessive relatives. 
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counterexampless where DTd or C are clause-initial, e.g. in the Indo-Aryan languages 
Hindi,, Bengali and Marathi, and in the Germanic languages Dutch, German and 
Frisian.. This shows that it is not a viable strategy to have right-hand specifiers, at 
leastt in these languages. This casts serious doubt on the uniform branching 
hypothesiss as defined. 

Nevertheless,, consider (37b). This, too, is not a plausible representation. The 
positionn of relative elements is structure-initial, which is impossible. Therefore 
anotherr strategy must be found. Suppose that N moves to D and left-incorporates. If 
so,, there can be CP remnant movement to SpecDP instead of IP remnant movement. 
Thiss gives us (37a) again, except that D+N is replaced by N+D. Hence the potential 
problemss are the same. There is no trigger for the CP remnant movement involved, 
andd the position of relative elements would be clause-final. The clause-initial 
relativee particles in Farsi, Urhobo and Oromo show that this is wrong. 

Thee pattern N RC D in (37c) can only be derived by moving NP leftwards and 
leavingg CP in situ as the left-hand complement of D. There is no regular landing 
positionn for NP, so it can only be left-adjoined to CP - an unmotivated movement. 
Theree is still no checking relation between N and D, so there must be additional 
(covert)) formal feature movement of N to D. This is not indicated in (37c). Again, 
thee position of relative elements is clause-final. There are neither examples nor 
counterexampless in the data set. 

Thus,, word order variations in postnominal relatives can be derived in an 
antisymmetric,, rigid left or fl-lub promotion theory, but not in a uniform branching 
theoryy (that is, for OV languages). The latter uses unmotivated movements and, 
evenn worse, predicts clause-final relative particles, which is at variance with the 
data.. Theories with left-hand specifiers and left-hand functional heads do not face 
thiss problem. The (relatively rare) pattern N RC D involves a special instance of 
piedd piping. This seems to be an interesting phenomenon which requires more study 
inn general. 

3.7.3.7. Conclusion 

Inn short, the various movements needed for the promotion theory can be derived 
straightforwardlyy within a framework based on feature checking. All Case and 
<j>-featuree agreement facts are accounted for in a coherentt way. No additional features 
orr projections are needed. Moreover, all restrictive postnominal relatives are 
analysedd alike, regardless of the particular setting of the COMP area (which itself is 
discussedd in more detail in Chapter 5). It seems that the cross-linguistic word order 
variationss regarding head noun, external determiner and relative clause can be 
explainedd only if functional heads and specifiers are on the left. I wil l return to this 
issue. . 
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4.. Pronominal relatives 

Prenominall  relative constructions are rarer than postnominal ones.24 Nevertheless 
theyy occur in different language families around the world; cf. Appendix n, figure 1 
andd table 5. 

Inn principle, the analysis of postnominal restrictive relatives presented in the 
previouss section can be extended to prenominal ones straightforwardly. The major 
differencee with postnominal relatives is that the order of the head noun and the 
relativee clause is switched. There are roughly two ways to derive this. Either there is 
aa leftward branching comp-head-spec scheme, or there is an additional movement of 
thee relative clause to a position left of the head noun. This is sketched in (38), where 
thee head noun is in bold face and the relative clause is underlined. 

(38)) a. [DP ECP - . . t g . .. NP ] (D) ] (' comp-head-spec' base) 
b.. [DP [... tg.. . li (D) [cpNPti]] ('spec-head-comp' base) 

II  wil l discuss (38) in detail below. 
Threee additional properties of prenominal relatives are stated in (39), repeated 

fromfrom Ch2§5; see also Appendix 2, tables 5/8/10/11. 

(39)) a. Prenominal relatives do not have relative pronouns. 
b.. Prenominal relatives do not have clause-initial relative particles. 
c.. If there is a clause-final relative particle, it does not equal the regular 

complementizer. . 

Accordingg to Kayne (1994:92-95) this is no coincidence. In his theory, which is like 
(38b),, the prenominal relative is a raised IP. Since relative pronouns and 
complementizerss are in SpecCP and C, there can be none in a prenominal relative 
IP.. Thus at first sight it seems favourable to derive prenominal relatives from 
postnominals.. Unfortunately, if we look at the details of the derivations, this is much 
lesss clear. 

Thee position of the determiner may be important. Many languages do not have 
aa regularly overt determiner, but several do. Therefore consider the possible word 
orderr variation. Prenominal relatives predominantly occur in OV languages, as one 
wouldd expect. In previous chapters I have already mentioned that all permutations of 
thee external determiner, the head noun and the relative clause are attested, cf. (40). 
Seee also Appendix 2, table 17. 

(40)) SOV languages 
a.. D R CN e.g. in Tigré 
b.. RC D N e.g. in Korean 
c.. RC N D e.g. in Basque 

24 4 Consideringg that Mandarin Chinese has prenominal relatives, we cannot conclude that there are few 
speakerss of this variant. 
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Theree are some examples of prenominal relatives in VO languages (cf. Appendix 2, 
tablee 23). Unfortunately, in the language sample I have compiled, there is littl e 
informationn on the position of determiners in these languages. There is no example 
off  a language that regularly uses a definite determiner. Nevertheless, there are 
exampless with a quantifier or (demonstrative) determiner in Mandarin Chinese; 
thesee can be in an initial or middle position.25 

(41)) SVO languages [Note that RC N (without D) occurs regularly in 
a.. D RC N (e.g. in Chinese) e.g. Palauan, Finnish or Chinese] 
b.. RC D N (e.g. in Chinese) 
c.. RC N D (not in the sample) 

Recalll  from the previous section that D can take any position in postnominal relative 
constructions,, whether in OV or VO languages. I am convinced that if more data 
becomess available, there wil l be clearer) examples of all three patterns in (41), too. 
Thereforee I wil l treat these on equal terms with (40), which implies that a theory on 
relativee clause structures should be able to derive them. 

Tablee 2 summarizes the (additional) movements necessary to derive the 
patternss above within a promotion theory of relative clauses, as discussed in 
Ch3§3.2.. Again, antisymmetry, rigid left and fl-lub do not distinguish a different 
'basicc order' for OV and VO languages in this respect, hence (40) and (41) are 
treatedd as one group, which obliterates the lack of data concerning (41). Uniform 
branchingg on the other hand does make a distinction. 

Tablee 2. Movements in promotion theories required to derive word order 
variationsvariations in prenominal relative constructions. 

subtheorysubtheory —» 

wordword order—ï 
'basic''basic' structure—> 

ii  linear order -l 
DD RC N 
RCC D N 
RCC N D 

antisymmetryy : f, i ft i K '"' uniform branching 

VOandOVV 1 VO I OV 
specspec D[C?NPRC] '. [CP RC NP] D spec 

??? ! r A ^ ; M ' ^ * 
tM»**  H'n

a 

Hn
dd + rMiD/co

ap : / 

Considerr first the detailed derivation of prenominal relatives in OV languages within 
thee uniform branching theory. The structures are in (42). Recall that they are 
left-branching,, i.e. comp-head-spec. 

(42)) a. [DP tcpD [PP ... t ; ^ ... (C) [ng^ tgfDnd) [ N P N ] ] ^ ^ ] 
b.. [np [r p . . tjE-TPJ . (C) [np-rr f t g (Dgi) [Nptn]]^. ^  ]q, [ D D + N ] ] 
C.. [DP [ ^ . . . ^ . . . ( C U n P ^ t ^ f D̂  [NPN] ] ^ , Jep foIWF(N)]] 

Seee e.g. Lehmann (1984:67) for the first pattern, and Keenan (1985:149) for the second. 
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Thee structure in (42c) is the exact mirror of the English posmominal one in (34a). In 
(42b)) there is overt head movement - incorporation of N into D - as in Swedish 
(34b).. In (42c) there is pied piping of the whole CP to SpecDP as in Indonesian 
(34c).. I wil l not repeat the discussion concerning feature checking here. Notice that, 
givenn the properties in (39), C and D^ must be abstract. The derivations presumed 
inn (42) are attractive in a way, because they mirror the ones for posmominal 
relativess and can be explained in the same way. However, the properties in (39) 
remainn unexplained. 

Thee derivations of prenominal relatives in VO languages (with spec-head-
compp bases) are more difficult. The structures are given in (43). Notice that within 
thee rigid-left, fl-lub and (except for (43a)) antisymmetry theories all prenominal 
relativess (in VO and OV languages) must be derived like this. 

(43)) a. fopbFF(N)+D] [ C P L P . ^ ^ ^ [CPbp-rei [NPN] (Drel) 1^]^^, (C)t^]]] 
b.. [DP k - W ^ [D FF(N)+D] [CP fop-rei [NP N] (Drel) t ^ ] ^ (C) t*]] 
CC [DP jg-.-tftyn-i ...1 [D N+D] [CP [DP-«1 [NP t j (Drct) tnpjd^ (C) tip]] 
CC ' [DP f r P [nP.r.1 [NP tn l ( D r . l ) t n p l ^ l (O . . . t tp.,.1 . . . L p [ D N + D ] tcp] 

FirstFirst consider the derivation in (43b). It equals the one in English (cf. (34a) above), 
exceptt for one final additional step: remnant movement of the relative clause to 
SpecDP.. This derivation is the detailed variant of Kayne's proposal for prenominal 
relatives.. I would like to make three remarks here. First, notice that it only describes 
onee out of three possible word order variants. Second, the final remnant IP 
movementt seems unmotivated. Third, the (abstract) relative pronoun and 
complementizerr are stranded - because i) Drd and IP do not form a constituent, and 
ii )) an X'-level (here [c*  C IP]) cannot be moved - but the linear order 
RCC D N Drd/C is never attested, hence it must be explained why Drei and C are never 
overtt in this context. In some footnotes, Kayne acknowledges this third problem. As 
forr the complementizer, he suggests that there may be a that-trace effect. However, 
thee that-trace effect is by no means universal, whereas the prohibition *RC D N C 
doess seem to be so. As for the relative pronoun, Kayne suggests that it cannot be 
interpretedd if it is stranded. If so, it must be possible to prove that there cannot be 
reconstructionn in this context. However, if there is no reconstruction, the relative 
clausee would be interpreted as appositive, which is not intended. For, the external 
determinerdeterminer must take scope over the relative clause in a restrictive relative (see also 
Chapterr 6). This is not the case in the surface structure of (43b).26 Moreover, it 
seemss to me that an abstract relative pronoun must also be interpreted. 

Forr the moment, I wil l put these problems aside and proceed with (43 c), which 
iss a variant of (43b). To switch the linear order between D and N, N must overtly 
incorporatee into D. This process has been discussed repeatedly above. Next, we may 
movee IP to SpecDP in (43c), as in (43b). Another possibility is to move the whole 
remnantt CP to SpecDP, as in (43 c'). This latter option looks familiar. Movement of 
CPCP to SpecDP - cf. (34c) - has been described in terms of pied piping. N's formal 

Noticee that in my theory there is no reconstruction, but rather cyclic feeding of the LF-component; 
cf.. Chi §3.2. 
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featuress must be checked with D. If they percolate up to the CP-level, CP moves to 
SpecDP.. If both CP moves and N incorporates into D (as is the case here), it looks 
ass if something is done twice. Double marking does sometimes occur in the 
grammar,, but I do not wish to treat (34c') as heavily marked. 

Theree is an alternative view, however. It is not one single feature that drives 
thiss process: a bundle of features (Case and ^features) is involved. Suppose that one 
(group)) of these percolates up and the other(s) remain where they belong - on N. 
Thiss forces two movements: N head movement to D in order to check the remaining 
feature(s),, and CP remnant movement to SpecDP in order to check the percolated 
features)) with D in spec-head configuration. So the formal features are not treated 
ass a solid group. This is in contradiction with usual conventions, but I think nothing 
inn the system actually prevents it.27 

Iff  so, there is a possible explanation for the movements in (43c'). On the 
contrary,, there is no explanation for IP remnant movement as in (34c), because IP 
doess not contain NP. It seems particularly implausible to me to assume that there is 
upwardd percolation to the main projection line first, and then downward percolation 
too EP. So assume that features cannot percolate down in general. 

Theoremm VI I 
FeatureFeature percolation is unidirectional. Since it starts from a head, there is only 
upwardupward percolation. This causes pied piping. 

Theree may be other advantages of (43 c'). Recall that a specifier of XP c-commands 
thee head X. According to Kayne's definitions, a specifier of a specifier also 
c-commandss this head. If so, in (43c') DPnj c-commands [D N+D]. Hence, if it is 
overt,, (the head of) DPre] is a (relative) pronoun referring to N, so Principle C of the 
Bindingg Theory is violated.28 That explains (39a): prenominal relatives do not have 
relativee pronouns. Unfortunately I don't see a straightforward explanation of (39b): 
prenominall  relatives do not have clause-initial relative particles. As for (39c) - if 
theree is a clause-final relative particle, it does not equal the regular complementizer 
-- it may simply be noted that C is not clause-final. Hence a clause final particle 
cannott equal a regular complementizer. 

Ass explained, (43b) cannot be justified like this. A way out may be the 
following:: suppose that there can be incorporation to the right. If so, we can 
generalizee over RC N D and RC D N. The derivations are exactly the same, except 
forr one thing: in the latter case N incorporates to the right of D. This is shown in 
(44),, which replaces (43b). 

(44)) [DP ICPlDP-re1 INP U (DM) t ^ ^ (C) .  t j ^  . ] T [DD+N] tcp] 

Thiss idea does not affect the results of the previous section. The relevant case is (34c), where there is 
piedd piping of CP to SpecDP. If there were a split process, whereby N moves to D and the relative 
clausee moves to SpecDP, the outcome would be a prenominal relative as in (43c'). Hence this 
parameterr setting is not available. See also section 7. 
Seee De Vries (1998a) for a discussion of Principle C in a derivational grammar. Until now, 
Principlee C has always been used with respect to XP positions. Here, it is tentatively proposed that it 
mayy also apply to argument heads. 
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Thiss structure departs from Kayne's original proposal, but it has the advantage that 
theree is a possible explanation for the movements, and the properties in (39). 

Finally,, consider the D RC N order, as in (43a), repeated in (45). Here the 
difficultyy is that the relative clause splits D and N apart. 

(45)) [DP foFF(N>fD] [ cp f ^ ^ t ^ ^ [CT [ ^ [^N] (D^) y ^ (C) t*]] ] 

Soo the relative IP must move to a position between D and N. Unfortunately, this 
positionn does not exist Therefore adjunction is necessary (which is impossible in a 
strictt antisymmetric structure), unless an intermediate projection FP is assumed, as 
shownn in (46). 

(46)) [DP FF(N)+D [pp I ffi _iii JssI>^--J F fo> [DP-*! [NP N] (D^) t j (C) y ] ] 

Inn either case it remains to be explained i) what the motivation of IP-movement is; 
ii )) why the stranded Drd and C must be empty; and ill ) how the relation between D 
andd N can be established, i.e. how the formal features of N can move to D if there is 
intermediatee material. I don't see how to answer these questions. 

Thee nature of FP, if necessary, raises additional issues. In principle, it could 
belongg to the DP domain or to the CP domain. That is, F could be a Q head or a 
split-CPP head such as Topic or Focus. If one chooses the first option, the 
D-complementt theory must be reconsidered. The second option may be in 
contradictionn with the sentence-initial nature of relative pronouns and 
complementizerss in general. Hence (46) is not very plausible. 

II  conclude that there is an attractive set of derivations available for prenominal 
relativess in OV languages within the uniform branching analysis. These exactly 
mirrorr the derivations for postnominal relatives in VO languages. With some 
additionall  assumptions, prenominal relatives in VO languages can also be derived. 
Theree is one remaining problem: prenominal relatives in VO languages in which the 
RCC splits the determiner and noun apart. 

Thee antisymmetric, rigid left and fl-lub theories treat prenominal relatives in 
OVV and VO languages on a par. This has the consequence that there cannot be 
mirror-derivations:: all derivations are like those described for VO languages in the 
uniform-branchingg theory. This puts more weight on the remaining problem for D 
RCC N structures. 

5.. Circumnominal relatives 

Thiss section discusses the syntax of circumnominal relatives. It is divided into four 
parts.. Section 5.1 introduces the topic and summarizes the properties of 
circumnominall  relatives; 5.2 sketches the history of the analysis; 5.3 is on the 
derivationn of circumnominal relatives within the present framework; and 5.4 briefly 
discussess some additional issues. 
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5.1.5.1. Introduction and properties 

Culyy (1990:27) states: "A restrictive internally headed relative clause is a 
nominalizedd sentence which modifies a nominal, overt or not, internal to the 
sentence." " 

Circumnominall  relatives (often called IHRCs) have the following appearance 
(wheree the head noun and the external determiner are in bold face and the relative 
clausee is underlined): 

(47)) [npU. . .N . . .1 f l»1 

Inn short, they have the following properties:29 

(48)) a. Circumnominal relatives are nominalized sentences, i.e. DPs. 
b.. The head noun is in situ.30 

c.. As for relative elements: 
(i)) there is no relative pronoun or marker; 
(ii )) there is no resumptive pronoun; 
(iii )) there is no relative complementizer (except perhaps in Dagbani); 
(iv)) there can be a relative affix. 

d.. As for word order: 
(i)) circumnominal relatives occur in SOV, SVO (and other) languages; 
(ii )) they occur in N D languages, and in D N languages that do not 

regularlyy use an overt determiner.31 

e.. As for the external determiner: 
(i)) If D is visible, it follows the relative clause. 
(ii )) The use of determiners that must be pronounced is shunned in D N 

languages.. Hence, D can only be overt in N D languages. 
f.. The internal head must be indefinite. 

Regardingg the syntax of circumnominal relatives, I wil l follow Culy's basic insights. 
Culyy (1990:73-79) argues that a circumnominal relative is of category N \ This is 
becausee determiners, Case morphemes and other particles, if present, always follow 
thee relative clause. This has been discussed before in Ch2§6.2. Thus the structure is 
likee (49a), where a possible determiner is at the rightmost triple of dots. Culy 
(1990:68)) notes that the exocentric nature of this representation can be overcome if a 
DPP structure is used as in (49b). This is in line with the theory presented in this 
book. . 

Seee Ch2§5, 6.2, Appendix II and Culy (1990). In particular, concerning (48a) see Ch2§6.2 and Culy 
(27-29,200-206,264);; for (48b) cf. Appendix II, table 3; for (48c) cf. Appendix II, tables 3 and 8-15, 
andd Culy (1990:70-72); for (48d) cf. Appendix II, tables 3/21, and Culy (1990:207-229,261); for 
(48e)) see Appendix Ü, table 18, and Culy (1990:207-229,261); for (48f) see Culy (1990:167-181). 
Exceptt for Yavapai, where the head noun is fronted. See below. 
Notee that the ordering of D and N is not necessarily correlated to the O/V parameter. 
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(49)) a. [ N n. . . tp [s . . . .NPi . . . ] ] . . .] 
b.. [DP- . - [D 'S' D]. . .] 

Culyy (1990:82-93) argues, contra Williamson (1987), that the relation between the 
outerr and inner NP (or DP) is the same as the relation between antecedent and 
relativee pronoun such as in English postnominal relative constructions. Three 
importantt common properties are (in my terms): 

(50)) a. There is ^feature agreement between NPant/out and NP,*^. 
b.. Restrictive relatives (adnominal or circumnominal) can be stacked, so 

NPant/outt can relate to several NPs™ .̂ 
c.. The relation between N P ^^ and NP^ ,̂ is unbounded in principle, but 

theree are constraints. In other words, the well-known characteristics of 
wfc-movementt show up in circumnominal relatives, too. 

Especiallyy because of (50a), the two NPs are co-indexed. (Notice, however, that 
(49a)) is an i-within-i configuration.) 

Likee an English ///^/-relative, a circumnominal relative contains a covert 
wA-element,, which must be moved to the COMP domain at LF (cf. Culy 1990:95-99). 
Culy'ss theory within a Government & Binding framework is given in (51). 

(51)) a. D/S-structure: [NR... [N- [S- comp [s ... [MK ... [N;,whj] ...] ...]]] ...] 
b.. LF-structure: [NR. .. [N- [s- Ump whj [s ... [NK — [ H ] . . . ] . . . ] ] ] . . . ] 

Thiss has the following advantages (in my terms): 

(52)) a. The wfc-element mediates in the co-indexing relation between NPjn and 
NPout. . 

b.. The LF configuration with a wh in COMP generalizes over adnominal and 
circumnominall  relative clause types.32 

c.. The LF configuration containing the wfc-element is interpreted as a 
relativerelative clause, contrary to other (nominalized) sentences. 

d.. The general theory about w/i-movement explains (50c): the constrained 
unboundedness. . 

5.2.5.2. Historical developments concerning the analysis 

Beforee I continue with the incorporation of these ideas into the present framework, a 
brieff  summary of the historical development of the syntax of circumnominal 
relativess is in order. See Appendix m, Culy (1990:103-110) and Basilico (1996) for 
somee more details. 

Wilsonn (1963) derives circumnominals from adnominal relatives in an early 
transformationall  framework. This would involve lowering (of NP) in contemporary 

Culyy (1990:98) has a 'Relative Co-indexing Constraint' that generalizes over adnominal and 
circumnominall  relatives. 
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terms.. Gorbet (1976) and Hale & Platero (1974) represent circumnominal relatives 
ass nominalized clauses, where nothing is moved Platero (1974) and Weber (1983) 
representt them as sentences adjoined to an antecedent NP - i.e. there is an internal 
andd an external NP - which is deleted. Peterson (1974) is perhaps the first who 
accommodatess for an external determiner. Again, there is an internal and an external 
NP,, where the latter is deleted. 

Colee (1987) replaces deletion by covert LF movement of the internal to the 
externall  NP position. For similar ideas, see Broadwell (1985), Lefebvre & Muysken 
(1988)) and Cole & Hermon (1994). Therefore at LF a circumnominal relative looks 
likee an adnominal one. Unfortunately, Cole does not accommodate for the external 
determiner.. Moreover, his account is based on crosslinguistic generalizations that 
turnn out to be wrong. Therefore his approach is criticized in Culy (1990). 
Furthermore,, Ito (1986), who discusses Japanese circumnominal relatives, has a 
theoryy comparable to Cole's, except that - for Japanese in particular - the 
PF-derivationn is distinct from the LF-derivation (see Appendix Dl).33 

Williamson'ss (1987) theory on Lakota circumnominal relatives does have an 
externall  determiner. In addition, there is head raising of the internal NP to a position 
adjoinedd to S'rei at LF. Similar ideas can be found in Barss et al. (1990) and Bonneau 
(1992).. The reason for this is - according to Williamson - that negative indefinites 
andd irrealis determiners must be in the scope domain of a negative/irrealis marker, 
whichh is in the matrix clause. However, Culy (1990:182-197) has a more general 
semanticc explanation for this phenomenon. I cannot repeat it here, since that would 
leadd too far afield. Basilico (1996), too, argues that the head noun itself need not be 
raisedd out of its clause (see below for discussion). 

Finally,, Fontana (1989) argues that circumnominal relatives are like 
correlatives:: they are supposed to be left-dislocated in the matrix sentence. The 
matrixx sentence itself contains a pronoun, possibly zero. This is quite wrong: 
circumnominall  relatives can be positioned at any argument position in the middle of 
thee matrix clause. Moreover, there is no additional demonstrative, regularly. It is not 
evenn true for Lakota, because there every argument NP can get an additional 
demonstrative,, optionally. The differences between correlative and circumnominal 
relativess are discussed further in the next section. 

InIn short, I agree with Culy (1990) that i) circumnominal relatives are 
nominalized,, ii ) there is an external determiner position; iii ) there is w/i-movement; 
iv)) circumnominal relatives are in several ways distinct from correlatives; v) there 
aree generalizations covering the syntax and semantics of adnominal and 
circumnominall  relatives. 

5.3.5.3. The derivation of circumnominal relatives 

Att this point, consider how the present promotion theory of relative clauses applies 
too the syntax of circumnominal relatives in detail. 

Culyy (1990:254-259) criticizes Ito's treatment of no as a complementizer. According to Culy it is a 
nominalizingg particle. Notice also that Murasugi (2000) claims that so-called circumnominal 
relativess in Japanese are misanalysed; they are not relatives at all. I cannot judge in this matter. 
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Forr once, the necessary movements to derive the word order appear to be 
simple.. They are summarized in table 3, based on Ch3§3.2. 

Tablee 3. Movements in promotion theories required to derive the word order in 
circumnominalcircumnominal relative constructions. 

subtheorysubtheory —> 

wordword order—* 
'basic''basic' structure —> 

X-X- linear order X 
r R C . . . N . . . iD D 

antisymmetryy rigid left, j xmiformhraildmg 
tuncc left-l.u.b. 
VOandOVV ! VO 1 OV 

specDspecD [cvspec ... NP ...] '<  [CP ...NP... spec]Dspec 

ULJ>ULJ> ! / 

Hencee in an antisymmetric, rigid left or fl-lub promotion theory, circumnominal 
relativess are roughly like (53 a) - to be extended below -, where the entire relative 
clausee moves to SpecDP. This looks like a kind of pied piping again, such as 
discussedd before. The uniform branching theory distinguishes between VO and OV 
languages.. In the VO case the representation is like (53a), in the OV case, no 
movementss are necessary, as in (53b), which is left-branching. 

(53)) a. fop f™ (O ... rnp ,̂ (DJ) U N i l . . , 1T (D) t,,] ('spec-head-comp' base) 
b.. lr>P U ... r™^. U N1 ( O ^ l . . .(CYI (PVI ('comp-head-spec' base) 

Thee head noun is in situ, hence there is no overt promotion. This means that the 
relativee DP does not move to SpecCP. Thus suppose that the wft-feature is weak, 
whichh leads to (covert) feature movement. 

First,, consider the derivation of circumnominal relatives in OV languages in 
thee uniform branching theory (53b). Since all constituents are lexically in the right 
position,, all feature checking must be covert. Therefore after the internal checking in 
DPrei,, the formal features of D^ move to C covertly for w/i-checking. Next, they 
shouldd be raised to the outer D for ([(-feature checking. However, that is not possible, 
sincee it would imply excorporation (of FF(Drd) from C). Thus the uniform branching 
theory,, although attractive at first sight in this respect, has a checking problem. I wil l 
showw directly below that the other theories do not meet this problem. 

Thuss consider (53a) in detail. What is the status of the ^-features of D/Drei? 
Givenn property (48dii) I conclude that these are strong in some languages and weak 
inn others. Namely, if in a VO language the normal order is D N, the (^features must 
bee weak: there is no overt N(P)-movement. If the order is N D, there is overt 
movement,, hence the features are strong. 

Thee first possibility I want to explore is: wh weak and <|> strong on a spec-head-
compp base. Initially, N incorporates into Drei (or NP moves to SpecDPrei), so that N 
andd Drei's Case and (^features can be checked overtly. DPrd does not need to move 
too SpecCP overtly, since wh is weak. Instead, Drel's formal features move to C and 
whwh is checked covertly. CP is selected by the matrix clause D. D's (^features are 
strongg hence something must be attracted. Drei's features are present in C, hence in 
CP,, so what happens is that CP is moved to SpecDP, where the (((-features can be 
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checkedd in spec-head configuration. This derivation is indicated in (54) in some 
detail. . 

(54)) f™ U \r FFfD^HfOl . 1™ ,̂ hwN-mX.11 IMP t.11...11T (D) tpl 

Noticee that this derivation explains (48e): the external D is final. It may also explain 
(48ci):: there is no relative pronoun, i.e. Drd must be covert. At least a part of Drd 

c-commandss N, hence there is a threat of a Binding Principle C violation. 
Somee unwanted possibilities must be excluded First, the derivation crashes if 

onlyy Drd's wfc-feature moves to C, because then mere are no available «( f̂eatures for 
thee matrix D to check with. So all formal features of Drei are pied piped to C, 
althoughh only wh is attracted. This is in accordance with standard assumptions. 
Second,, why doesn't FF(Drei) move on to D, instead of moving the whole CP to 
SpecDP?? This is because i) excorporation (here, of Drei from C) is not possible in 
general;; and ii) if the Cases of Drd and D are different, incorporation of Drd into D 
leadss to a crash. Third, instead of CP movement, why does C - or more precisely 
[cc FF(D)+C] - not move to D? I am not sure how to exclude this technically, but I 
cannott even think of a possible interpretation of incorporation of a complementizer 
intoo a determiner of a higher clause. (Whereas the other way round, movement of an 
argumentt to the CP domain is a way of scope-marking.) So suppose this is not an 
option.. Then (54) is the only possible derivation given this feature setting, which is 
whatt is desired. 

Next,, consider what happens if the ^features are weak, i.e. in the D N 
languages.. This derivation only minimally differs from (54). It is shown in (55). 

(55)) r™ u r̂  TOD»,wai u... r™^ .iw FFfNVKD î u NII .. .nT an t î 

Thee head noun moves covertly to Drei, since the features are weak. As in (54), Drd 

movess to C covertly. I have argued that excorporation of Drd is impossible and that 
CC cannot incorporate into the matrix D. (Whether this would be overt or covert is 
irrelevant.)) Thus, even if <|> is weak, CP must move to SpecDP in order to prevent a 
crash. . 

Soo even in D N languages, a determiner must be final in relative constructions. 
Perhapss this explains why it is never pronounced in these languages, at least not in 
thosee described in the data set,34 since an overt D in these relative constructions 
wouldd go against the normal pattern. In other words: the syntax of circumnominal 
relativee constructions forces a determiner to be construction-final in all relevant 
languages.. In those with a D N pattern, this is odd from a perceptional point of view, 
whichh may be the reason why an overt D is shunned in relative constructions.35'36 

Seee Culy (1990:261) on Diegueöo, Dogon, Lakota, Japanese, Navaho, the Quechua family, Moore, 
Dagbanii  and ASL. Four additional languages, Crow, Mohave, Tibetan and Yavapai (from Lehmann 
1984)) conform to this pattern. 
Thiss may also be the explanation for the fact that circumnominal relatives generally do not occur in 
DD N languages where D is regularly overt, since in that case every possible relative would have to be 
shunned,, which makes the relative strategy vacuous. 
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5.4.5.4. Additional issues 

Somee aspects of circumnominal relatives deserve further discussion. I would like to 
addd some notes on the indefiniteness effect, verb morphology, nominalization and 
cross-linguisticc generalizations, internal head movement, island effects, and 
maximalization. . 

5.4.5.4. L The indefiniteness effect 

Williamsonn (1987) describes an indefiniteness effect for the internal head in Lakhota 
circumnominall  relatives. It is confirmed by Culy (1990) for other languages. 
Accordingg to Culy there are several semantic explanations for this phenomenon. The 
mostt convincing one, I believe, is the following. DPs are generalized quantifiers, 
hencee the circumnominal relative must contain a free variable to be bound by D. If 
thee head noun phrase is a definite DP, the quantification by the outer D would be 
vacuous,, so this is excluded. I wil l not further discuss the indefiniteness effect, but 
seee Williamson (1987) and especially Culy (1990:Ch3), who also notes and explains 
somee counterexamples. 

5.4.2.5.4.2. Verbs and morphology 

Culyy (1990:128-150) discusses some morphological issues concerning nominalized 
sentences.. Since these do not concern circumnominal relatives in particular, but also 
adnominall  relatives and other nominalized sentences, I wil l not discuss them here, 
butt simply list his conclusions:37 

.... continued 

Providedd that the proposed syntax is correct, this functional claim is much stronger and more 
straightforwardd than Culy's (1990:207-239) proposal which makes use of the Consecutive/ 
Embeddingg Constraint (CEC) which states that centre embedding in combination with a consecutive 
orderr of equal lexical elements is ruled out. For instance, the CEC predicts that [up Det [N- [RC [NP** 
Dett N] {Obj, V}]] ] is impossible, but the simple addition of an adverb preceding the subject should 
annull  the effect, which is not true. Similarly, if the two adjacent determiners are different, there is no 
violation.. Therefore Culy proposes that configurations that potentially violate the CEC can be 
generalizedd to be ungrammatical. However, this generalization incorrectly includes SVO, N Det 
languages,, which produce a potential CEC violating configuration. So Culy assumes that there is 
languagee variation on this point. My proposal does not have these problems, although much more 
detailedd data are necessary for a good comprehension of the issue. (To mention just one difficulty: 
Culyy claims on the basis of positive evidence only, that indefinite IHRCs like [DP[RC  [obj N indefj] 
indefjj  do not occur in the SVO, N Det language Moore, whereas definite ones do: [DP[RC-- [obj N 
indefj]]  defj. This follows from the CEC. However, Culy seems to overlook mat again an adverb -
heree sentence-final - would bypass the CEC effect. Hence more data, including negative judgements 
aree necessary.) Still, I do not wish to claim that the CEC (or an equivalent functional filter) in the 
strictt sense is not a real effect. It just seems not strong enough to explain the distribution of 
determinerss in circumnominal relative constructions. 

37 7 
Seee also the section on relative affixes in Ch5§4.1. For a list of relevant morphological 
characteristicss of several ckcumnominal strategies, see Culy (1990:262). 
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(56)) a. There may be a nominalizing or relative affix. 
b.. There may be verbal forms that are restricted to subject relatives or object 

relatives. . 
c.. Verbal agreement in nominalized sentences may be i) the same as in main 

clauses;; ii ) different from main clauses; iii ) completely absent. 

5.4.3.5.4.3. Nominalization and cross-linguistic generalizations 

Inn earlier work, e.g. Cole (1987) and Downing (1978), it is assumed that 
circumnominall  relatives occur in languages with characteristics such as: SOV order 
andd pro drop. Further research - in particular Culy (1990:Ch4) - has shown that 
neitherr is true; cf. (48) above, and - concerning pro drop - Culy (1990:240-242). 
Instead,, it turns out that the presence of nominalized sentences is crucial. Culy 
(1990:203)) states: "A language wil l have circumnominal relatives only if it also has 
otherr [read: at least one type of, MdV] similar nominalized sentences with the 
independencyy properties [i.e. independent reference of arguments, and independent 
tense,, mood and aspect]." Examples of other clauses that can be nominalized are 
factivee complements, indirect questions, complements of verbs of saying, etc. Culy 
(1990:264)) lists for several circumnominal relative languages which other 
nominalizedd sentence types they have.38 

5.4.4.5.4.4. Internal head movement 

Circumnominall  relatives have an internal head which is not w/*-moved However, 
accordingg to Lehmann (1984:121), there are circumnominal relatives with a fronted 
head.. As a main strategy this is only found in Yavapai (cf. Appendix E, table 3), but 
itt is a secondary strategy in Gaididj, Mohave, Diegueno, Latin and Sanskrit. This 
phenomenonn has remained unnoticed by Culy (1990). Lehmann argues that it may 
bee compared with attractio inversa, where the antecedent of a postnominal relative 
getss subordinate clause Case. Perhaps this process marks the transition between the 
postnominall  and the circumnominal strategy. If so, one might expect a link between 
circumnominall  and prenominal relatives, too, namely by extraposition of the head 
withinn a circumnominal relative. Lehmann (1984:122, cf. 129) suggests that this 
mayy exist indeed in some (stylistically marked) literary variants in ancient Greek 
andd Latin. There is a problem, however: there is a sentence-initial relative pronoun 
inn the examples provided by Lehmann. Hence it looks like stranding of the 
antecedentt in a left-oriented structure, which is therefore a 'failed' postnominal 
relativee hence a circumnominal one. Thus this is another instance of the transition 
betweenn circumnominal and postnominal relatives. (Moreover, it is another 
indicationn for a promotion theory of relatives.) A transition between prenominal and 
circumnominall  relatives is not found, if it exists at all. Notice that attractio inversa 
iss also not found in prenominal relative constructions, as far as I know. 

Basilicoo (1996) discusses internal head movement in circumnominal relatives 
inn more detail. He shows that there are two types of internal head movement: 

Theree is one exception: ASL has no other nominalized clause types. Perhaps this is explained by the 
factt that ASL is the only IHRC language with a relative marker; cf. Culy (1990:205-206). 
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movementt to the front of the sentence and movement to an intermediate position. 
Theree are examples from the Yuman languages (Mohave, Cocopa, and Diegueno), 
Northernn Athapaskan (Tanaina, Koyukon), and Gur (e.g. Moore). The effect of such 
aa movement is that the relative clause is disambiguated (in case that there are more 
argumentss that could be the head). In all examples, internal head movement is 
optional.. Basilico argues that it is necessary (whether overt or covert) in order to 
avoidd existential closure (the relevant NPs are specific). Hence it is comparable with 
scramblingg and object shift in Germanic languages. Moreover, the internal variable 
off  the indefinite noun needs to be bound locally by the external determiner. This is 
inn line with Williamson (1987), Culy (1990) and Srivastav (1991). I wil l not further 
discusss this issue, but see Appendix IQ for some details of Basilico's approach. 

5.4.5.5.4.5. Island effects 

Circumnominall  relatives, like adnominal relatives, are in principle unbounded, i.e. 
constructionss of the type the man whom I thought that you saw are attested. If 
w/ï-movementt is involved, one would expect that island effects play a role. There is 
att least some information concerning violations of the Complex Noun Phrase 
Constraintt (both question word extraction and 'boundedness at LF', i.e. (covert) 
w/ï-movementt in relative clauses), the Coordinate Structure Constraint, and the 
Emptyy Category Principle (subject/object asymmetry).39 The relevant construction 
typess are illustrated with well-known English examples in (57). 

(57)) a. CNPC (question extraction): * who do you love the child that saw _ 
yesterday? ? 

b.. CNPC (boundedness at LF): * the newspaper that we talk to many 
peoplee who read _ is the Times. 

c.. CSC: * the dog which _ and the cat were fighting is barking. 
d.. ECP: * the man who I thought that _ saw you. 

thee man who I thought that you saw _. 

Thee results of the tests are in table 4. The data are from Cole (1987), Ito (1986), 
Williamsonn (1987), Culy (1990:110-128,261), and Basilico (1996). 

Thee ECP effect mentioned is known as the tfwM-trace effect. In this light, the effect is a bit strange 
here,, since circumnominal relatives do not contain complementizers. The English examples without 
thee complementizer that do not display the effect: both are good. In Dutch, the complementizer 
cannott be omitted, but still both examples are equally questionable for me - but equally good for 
somee others, see e.g. Bennis (1986). 
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Tablee 4, Island effects in circumnominal relatives. 

language e 

Quechua a 
Navaho o 
Japanese e 
Lakota a 
Mohave e 

unboundedness s 

yes s 
? ? 

yes s 
yes s 
7 7 

CNPC(LF) ) 
obeyed d 

yes s 
yes s 
no o 
no o 
no o 

CNPC(qu) ) 
obeyed d 

yes s 
7 7 

no o 
7 7 
7 7 

CSC C 
obeyed d 

yes s 
yes s 
7 7 
? ? 
? ? 

ECP P 
effect t 
yes s 
7 7 
7 7 

no o 
? ? 

Ass expected, there is some language variation, which is well-known from adnominal 
relativee constructions. Culy stresses that, as far as can be seen, the effects are equal 
forr adnominal and circumnominal relatives within one language. (Recall that most 
circumnominall  relative languages also have adnominal RCs.) Of course they should 
alsoo equal the effects in non-relative contexts. Notice that Japanese and Lakota seem 
too be quite liberal. If they do not obey any constraint whatsoever, this could be 
problematicc for the theory of wfc-movement. However, I do not expect so. Clearly 
muchh more data are needed on this issue. Hopefully, the results of a systematic 
investigationn into island effects in a larger number of languages will be available 
somee day. 

5.4.6.5.4.6. Maximalization and subjacency 

Grosuu & Landman (1998) suggest that circumnominal relatives without an overt 
determinerr are maximalizing (cf. Ch2§3 on Grosu & Landman's scale). If 
determinerss are overt, the interpretation is restrictive. This hypothesis is based on 
Quechuaa and Lakota. It is not clear if this is cross-linguistically so, and why. 
Basilicoo (1996:518) predicts that if there are subjacency violations, stacking is 
possible.. In order to check these two hypotheses, I have collected the following 
table.. The data are from Cole (1987), Ito (1986), Williamson (1987), Culy 
(1990:110-128,, 214-223, 261), Basilico (1996), and Grosu & Landman (1998). 
Recalll  that maximalization is indicated by (external) determiner restrictions (only 
definitee and universal) and a prohibition of stacking. 

Tablee 5. Some characteristics in particular circumnominal relative strategies 

language e 

Quechua a 
Navaho o 
Japanese e 
Lakota a 

Mohave e 
Moore e 

Dagbani i 

islandd violations 
(att least CNPC(LF)) 

no o 
no o 
yes s 
yes s 
yes s 
7 7 
7 7 

overtt D 

no o 
no o 
no o 
yes s 
yes s 
yes s 
yes s 

stacking g 

no o 
no o 

no? ? 
yes s 
7 7 
7 7 
? ? 

determiner r 
restrictions s 

yes s 
7 7 
7 7 

no o 
7 7 

yes s 
no o 

Strangely,, Japanese is reported to have multiple headed relatives (cf. Ito 1986). 
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Iff  the data on Moore (from Culy 1990) are correct, they disprove Grosu and 
Landman'ss hypothesis partly. However, it may still be correct that the absence of a 
determinerr forces a maximalizing reading. Second, if Japanese disallows stacking (a 
statementt from Grosu & Landman 1998), Basilico's claim is incorrect. Nevertheless, 
moree data are necessary before definitive conclusions can be drawn. 

6.. Correlatives 

Thee fourth syntactic main type of relative constructions is the correlative one. It is 
discussedd in three subsections: 6.1 is an overview of the properties of correlatives; 
6.22 discusses briefly the history of the analysis; and 6.3 presents the derivation 
withinn the present framework. 

6,1.6,1. Introduction and properties 

Correlativess occur in various language families across the world (cf. Appendix U, 
figuree 1 and table 4). Usually, they have a structure like (58), where the relative CP 
iss left-adjoined to the matrix clause, the head noun is internal to the relative clause, 
andd the matrix contains a demonstrative correlate. 

(58)) Urix [Cp fop-rd wh NP], .. .t;...] Uarix  Dem ...]] 

Correlativess are preposed co-relatives (cf. the terminological chart in Ch2§2.5). In 
variouss publications (right-)extraposed relatives are also called correlatives, but I 
wil ll  not use this confusing terminology. Srivastav (1991) shows that extraposed 
relativess are clearly distinct from preposed correlatives; see below. Extraposed 
relativess behave like adnominal relatives. Thus I wil l refer exclusively to structures 
likee (58) as correlatives. (Extraposition is treated separately in Ch7.) 

Correlativess differ from circumnominal relatives (although on the basis of an 
individuall  sentence in a particular language the distinction may be hard to make); 
seee table 4. 
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Tablee 4. Differences between correlatives and circumnominal relative clauses. 

property property 
relativee pronoun in RC 
pronounn in matrix 
RCC is sentence-initial (in matrix) 
RCC is in a DP position (in matrix) 
categoryy of RC construction 
RCC construction is nominalized 
externall  determiner 
externall  Case marking 
externall  adposition 
indefinitenesss restriction on head noun 

..  44 

RCC is maximalizmg 

correlative correlative 
yes s 

J» » 
yes s yes s 
no o 
CP P 
no o 
no o 
no o 
no o 
no o 
yes s 

circumnominal circumnominal 
no o 

no42 2 

no43 3 

yes s 
DP P 
yes s 

possibly y 
possibly y 
possibly y 

yes s 
nott necessarily 

Hencee I agree with Culy (1990:26) that correlatives and circumnominals are separate 
phenomena,, although of course both are relative constructions, and there are obvious 
andd not-so-obvious similarities (cf. Lehmann 1984; Srivastav 1991 and Grosu & 
Landmann 1998). 

5.2.5.2. Historical developments concerning the analysis 

Considerr briefly the history of the analysis of correlatives (see Appendix HI for 
somee more details). One possible view is that they are generated as adnominal 
relativess and subsequently moved to a position left-adjoined to the matrix; see e.g. 
Vermaa (1966), Junghare (1973), Kachru (1973, 1978), Wali (1982), or Subbarao 
(1984).. Another view is that correlatives are syntactically different from English-
typee relatives: they are generated in a left-peripheral position; cf. (58). This is 
advocatedd in Donaldson (1971), Downing (1973), Bach & Cooper (1978), Dasgupta 
(1980),, Lehmann (1984), Keenan (1985), and Andrews (1985). 

Thee first approach assumes that both the syntax and the semantics of 
adnominall  and correlative relatives is basically the same. The second approach has a 
differentt syntax, but a similar semantics (cf. Srivastav 1991 for details). More recent 
researchh has shown that correlatives differ from adnominal relatives in important 
respects.. Concerning the semantics, Srivastav (1991) argues that correlatives are 
quantificationall  expressions. Grosu & Landman (1998) extend her ideas into a more 
generall  perspective, in which correlatives are one of several construction types that 
aree semantically maximalizing. Hence the demonstrative correlate in the matrix 
clausee is definite or universal only. Moreover, stacking is impossible.45M See e.g. 
thee Hindi examples in (59) and (60), taken from Grosu & Landman (1998:164/5). 

41 1 

42 2 

43 3 

44 4 

45 5 

Butt possibly null. 
Exceptt if the language allows for doubling pronouns, as in Lakota. 
Unlesss accidentally, or if it is scrambled. 
Cf.. Ch2§3 on Grosu & Landman's scale. 
II  came across one counterexample: a triple stacked correlative in Sanskrit; see Lehmann (1984:131). 
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(59)) [CP Jo laRke khaRe hai], ve(/sab/*do/*kuch) lambe haiN. 
whwh boys standing are those(/all/*two/*few) tall are 

lit .. 'Which boys are standing, they (/...) are tall.' 

(60)) [jo laRkii khaRii hai] [*jo ravii kii dost hai], vo bahut lambii hai. 
whwh girl standing is wh Ravi GEN friend is DEM very tall is 
lit .. 'What girl is standing (*who is Ravi's friend), she is very tall.' 

AA further difference is the presence or absence of the head noun in the internal and 
externall  position. This can be shown nicely in Hindi, which has correlative, 
adnominall  and extraposed relatives. It turns out that extraposed relatives behave on 
aa par with adnominal relatives. Concerning the head noun, Srivastav (1991) shows 
dataa that can be schematically summarized as follows: 

(61)) a. [wh N.. .] ...Dem N ... [correlative] 
b.. [wh N . . . ] . .. Dem 
c.. [wh . . . ] . . . Dem N ... 

(62)) a. * ...Dem N [wh N . . . ] . .. [postnominal/extraposed] 
b.. * ...Dem [wh N...] ... 
c.. ... Dem N [wh ...] ... 

Inn other words, postnominal relatives display an antecedent head noun only. In 
correlatives,, there is possible variation: the head noun is either internal or external or 
both. . 

AA third difference is that correlatives allow for multiple relativization such as 
jisjis laRkiiNejis laRkeKO dekhaa usNE usKO pasand kiyaa 'Which girl saw which 
boy,, she liked him.'47 This kind of sentences are impossible to construct with 
adnominall  or extraposed relatives. For those reasons, Srivastav (1991) proposes the 
followingg structure for correlatives: 

(63)) b[cpW*N... ],[„>. . .Demi...]] 

.... continued 
46 6 

Iff  I understand Bianchi (1999:90) correctly, recursive embedding as in ƒ saw the boy who saw the 
girlgirl  who saw you is also impossible in correlative constructions. Clearly, it would lead to centre 
embedding,, but I fail to see how it is excluded exactly. Bianchi (who refers to Srivastav) states that 
materiall  intervenes between the correlative sentence and the variable in the matrix clause. This is 
indeedd the case linearly, but not hierarchically. 

47 7 
Inn fact, there are three options (cf. Ch2§7.6): (i) with bijection: [whi wh2... Demi Dem2] , (ii ) with a 
splitt correlate: [whpiaai... Dem, Dem;.], and (in) with a split wh: [whi wh2... Dem^uai]; see Grosu & 
Landmann (1998) for examples. Notice that the separated wh and/or Dem phrases can have different 
roless in the relative clause and matrix clause, respectively. Thus these are quite different from the 
raree examples with a split antecedent that can be found in languages with another relative strategy, 
e.g.. English a man, went out and a womanj came m whoi+ j were engaged. In this kind of examples 
coordinationn and role equivalency is crucial. Impossible is for instance: a man, saw a womanj whoi+J 

werewere walking. 
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Heree the relative CP is left-adjoined to the matrix IP. This CP is a quantifier that 
bindss the demonstrative in the matrix clause. The relative is adjoined to IP, since if 
thee whole construction is embedded (e.g. in a factive context), it follows the 
complementizer.. Hence the correlative cannot be in SpecCP or adjoined to CP. 

Iff  the head noun's number differs from Dem, the verb in the relative clause 
agreess with N, hence the relative is not in the scope of the matrix demonstrative. 
Srivastav'ss example is Jo laRke khaRe hcahar ek meraa chaatr hen 'Which boys are 
standing,, each one is my student.' Again, this indicates that the correlative is 
base-generatedd in a left-adjoined position. 

Ass for the internal syntax in Hindi correlatives, the relative wfc-operator need 
nott be moved overtly to SpecCPrei. This corresponds to the fact that w/j-questions are 
inn situ. Strange, however, is the optionality involved. 

Finally,, the demonstrative in the matrix clause is like a variable. The distance 
betweenn the correlative and the demonstrative cannot be too large: "Dem is a locally 
A'-boundd pronominal" (Srivastav 1991:680). Grosu & Landman (1998:167) propose 
ann improvement on this by stating that "we do not assume the correlate [= the 
demonstrative]]  itself to be a variable, interpreted in situ: there is a variable bound by 
abstractionn in the position of the correlate, but the meaning of the correlate itself 
contributess to the building of a generalized quantifier outside the IP". 

5.3.5.3. The derivation of correlative constructions 

Att this point consider how the correlative construction relates to the promotion 
theoryy of relative clauses. Essential facts for the syntax are the following ones: 

(64)) a. There is no 'external determiner': the correlative is a CP. 
b.. Usually there is a relative pronoun bearing subCase in the correlative. 
c.. The internal head noun accompanying Drei (if present) bears subordinate 

clausee Case. 
d.. Usually there is overt wft-movement in the correlative. 
e.. The matrix demonstrative (the correlate) bears matrix Case. 
f.. If there is a resumptive head noun - as in (61a/c) -, it bears matrix Case. 

Thee grammar of the matrix clause is rather obvious. There is an argument position 
thatt is syntactically filled by a DP which is i) zero, if the language allows for pro 
drop,, or ii ) a (definite or universal) demonstrative/personal pronoun, or iii ) a 
demonstrativee plus a resumptive head noun (where of course this demonstrative 
mustt be usable as a dependent D). This DP checks Case in the matrix clause. 

Thee correlative clause is adjoined at some point, probably IP (I wil l return to 
this).. Since there is no external determiner, there is noo trigger for head raising. Thus 
considerr the feature checking internal to CPrd, e.g. which girls you saw, to be 
concrete.. The relative DP which girls is generated in the direct object position. D 
andd N agree in «{«-features and bear the same Case. If this were not the case, the 
derivationn would crash, since there is no external determiner to rescue it. N's 
featuress need to be checked, hence the formal features of N incorporate into Drei -
thee most economical solution. DPrei's accusative Case is checked with AgrO. 
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Finally,, the w/hfeature present (usually strong) triggers movement to SpecCP. This 
iss indicated in (65). 

(65)) [cp-correl [üP-rd b F F ( N ) + D r c , ] [NP N]] i (C) [rp D P ^ j  [ A ^ P ti Agr t ) [W U g V ti ] ]] ] 

whichh girls you saw 

II  conclude that the syntactic derivation of correlatives is straightforward 
Bianchii  (1999:86-88) notes that many languages with more than one relative 

strategyy (among which Hindi) use the same relative pronouns in postnominal and 
correlativee clauses. From the perspective of the standard theory of relatives this is 
nott necessarily the case: in a correlative clause DPrd is [which girls]  (i.e. Drd is a 
determinerr selecting the head noun); in a postnominal relative DPrd is just [which] 
(i.e.. Drei is an independent pronoun anaphoric to an antecedent). By contrast, in the 
promotionn theory DPrei is equal in both cases. 

Finally,, the position of CP,»̂  in the matrix clause must be considered 
somewhatt more precisely. Potential base positions for CP are: 

(66)) a. 
b. . 
c. . 
d. . 
e. . 
f. . 

thee complement of D 
SpecDPdem m 
AdjDP^ ^ 
AdjIP P 
SpecCP P 
AdjCP P 

Optionn (66a) can be excluded immediately - even apart from Srivastav's semantic 
arguments.. CP cannot not take the base position of an adnominal relative since that 
mayy already be filled with a resumptive head noun, as indicated before; cf. (61a/c). 
SpecCPP and AdjCP (66e/f) are excluded, because a correlative follows a 
complementizerr if the whole construction is embedded, as noted before. SpecDP 
(66b)) and AdjDP (66c) are excluded because of the multiple relativization cases. (If 
theree are two correlates, to which D P^ should CP d̂ be connected?) Thus I agree 
withh Srivastav and others that AdjIP (66d) is a plausible base position.48,49 

Generally,, AdjIP is a position open for extra material. For instance, temporal adverbs and adverbial 
clausess can also be generated there. This can be shown in Dutch, where, in main clauses, the subject 
andd the finite verb are in SpecCP and C respectively, and a definite object is scrambled out of VP, 
say,, to SpecAgrOP: Ik heb {gisteren / toen oma kwam} de hond met plezier uitgelaten [ I have 
{yesterdayy / when grandma came}  the dog with pleasure taken out]. 

49 9 
However,, there are examples where the correlative seems to be adjoined to the demonstrative DP, 
i.e.. in (he middle of the matrix clause; cf. Wali (1982) and Srivastav (1991). So AdjDP (66c) is a 
positionn for correlatives in exceptional cases. (It is not clear to me whether SpecDP (66b) is a 
possiblee alternative for this.) But then one could also analyse a correlative in AdjIP as if it has 
movedd there from AdjDP (or SpecDP). Neither Srivastav nor Bianchi considers this option, 
probablyy because of the multiple relativization cases. However, these in turn could be exceptional. It 
seemss to me that it has certain advantages to take AdjDP (or SpecDP) as the basis. For instance, it 
wouldd explain the locality effects between CPo î and Dd̂  mentioned in a direct way. Preposing of 
thee correlative could then be seen as a movement driven by information structural preferences, as is 
thee case for other types of scrambling. Furthermore, it allows us to assume one base position for all 

toto be continued... 
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Onee final remark is in order. In the strict version of antisymmetry, adjunction is 
nott possible, which is problematic for correlatives. (Strikingly, this is ignored by 
Bianchii  1999.) Hence again there are three options: i) a more elaborate phrase 
structuree is needed in order to create a position for correlative clauses; ii ) Zwart's 
(1993)) revision of antisymmetry is used, which accounts for one adjoined position; 
orr iii ) strict antisymmetry is given up for a rigid left, uniform branching or fl-lub 
versionn of phrase structure. 

7.. The syntax of main types of relatives: summary and conclusion 

Thiss chapter has treated of the promotion theory of relativization in detail. I have 
brieflyy commented upon Kayne's (1994) and Bianchi's (1999) version of it and 
uponn Borsley's (1997) critique. The derivations of all syntactic main types of 
relativess have been discussed. I have argued that all types of relatives involve the 
samee 'ingredients', and that the differences can be traced back to overt/covert 
distinctions,, that is, differences in the feature checking procedure. The only features 
thatt are relevant in this respect are wh, Case, and <j>-features. Furthermore, there are 
differencess in pied piping, which is accounted for in terms of covert feature 
movement.. Namely, if formal features move up without directly establishing a 
checkingg relation, i.e. 'percolation', this causes pied piping. Finally, I have 
concludedd that the uniform branching theory of phrase structure is untenable from 
thee perspective of derivations of relative constructions. Rather, a universal 
spec-head-compp basis is preferable, at least in the functional domain, which is what 
iss relevant in a relative context. 

II  wil l provide an overview of all analyses here, and discuss which 'parameter 
setting'' leads to which type of relative construction. Obviously I cannot repeat all 
potentiall  alternatives that lead to a crash, but see the text above. 

Considerr the features involved. First, there is the wh-feature (on C and Drd). If 
itit  is strong then DPrei moves to SpecCP; if it is weak, only the formal features (FF) 
off  Drd move to C, which gives a circumnominal relative.50 This FF movement 
causess heavy pied piping (HPP) of the relative CP (CPrei) to the specifier of the 
externall  (matrix) determiner (SpecDPext); see below. Second, Case is important. The 
relativee DP (DPrel) checks subordinate clause Case (subCase) with some X in the 

.... continued 
correlativess (except for the multiple relativization cases). If so, this reflects in a direct way that 
CPconeii  and Ddep, (+N) are semantically interpreted as a unit. Still, as required, Ddan does not 
c-commandd the relative clause (unlike in adnominal relative constructions). 
Soo far, I have ignored the following problem: there are languages which seem to have a 
contradictoryy w/f-feature in relative clauses and questions. For instance, in Imbabura there is overt 
wA-movementt in questions, but relatives are circumnominal, in which wh is weak. Chinese shows he 
complementaryy pattern: it has wA-in-situ questions, but prenominal relatives, in which wh is 
supposedd to be strong. At present I am not sure how to proceed on this matter. 
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relativee clause.51 In turn, the 'external' DP (DP, )̂ in the matrix clause (CP,, )̂ 
checkss matrix clause Case (matrCase) with some X in the matrix, whether overt or 
covert.. Furthermore, the relative N must check matrCase with D^. Third, the 
((«-featuress (on nouns and determiners) have their influence. Those on N are checked 
withh DPrd. If <|> on D(ortAd) is strong, then N moves to D (or NP to SpecDP). If it is 
weak,, then FF(N) moves to D, or, in the relative clause, NP moves to SpecDPrd 
(exceptt in correlatives and circumnominal relatives). 

Inn this context heavy percolation is feature movement of N to C^. It is only 
usefull  if D„ t has strong «^features, which then causes heavy pied piping for 
cofeaturee checking. I have argued that HPP must be CPrei movement to SpecDPe», 
andd not IP movement. There are two types of percolation here. Type A is full FF(N) 
percolationn to C; type B is percolation of the <j>-features only. In the first case N's 
Casee feature is checked as well via CP; in the second this is not possible, hence in 
additionn to HPP, N must move to D. 

Tablee 5 lists the different settings for all relative clause types. Notice that the 
positionn of the correlative with respect to the matrix is different from the other types 
off  relatives, but the features in use are the same everywhere. 

Tablee 5. Parameter settings for different relative clause types in a rigid-left 
promotionpromotion theory. 

RCtype RCtype 

;; DNRC 
postt  NDRC 

:: NRCD 
:: DRCN 

pree ; RCDN 
:: RCND 

cirr  RCD 
corr ; RC.Dem 

wh wh 

strong g 
strong g 
strong g 
strong g 
strong g 
strong g 
weak k 

(strong) ) 

</></>  (on D) 

weak k 
strong g 
strong g 
weak k 
strong g 
strong g 

(irrelevant) ) 
weak k 

heavyheavy percolation 

no o 
no o 

typee A 
no o 

typeB B 
typeB B 

no o 
no o 

remarks remarks 

HPP P 
IPP adjoins to CP 

HPPP N to right of D 
HPP P 
HPP P 

noo Dex,; Ddeni in matrix 

Thesee settings lead to the representations in table 7, which are derived on the basis 
off  the steps indicated in table 6. 

51 1 Noticee that if wh is strong, this movement for Case checking must be overt, whether X is strong or 
weak.. This is similar in normal questions. Rather obviously, the strong feature of the higher head 
blockss the more econominal option which would be available for Case in another context. 
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Tablee 6. Movements in different relative clause types in a rigid-left promotion 
theory. theory. 

RCtype RCtype 

post t 

post t 

post t 

pre e 

pre e 

pre e 

cir r 

cor r 

D N RC C 

N D RC C 

N R CD D 

DRCN N 

RCDN N 

RCND D 

RCD D 

RC.Dem m 

movements movements 

NPP ->  SpecDPrf 
DP^^ -> Case position in CP«i 
DP,,,, -> SpecCP», 
FF(N)) -> Dexl 

DPex,, -» Case position in CPmatr 
NPP -> SpecDP̂ 
DP„ii  —> Case position in CP̂  
DP«,, -» SpecCP,ei 
NN -> D ^ 
DPextt -> Case position in CPn,̂  
NPP -> SpecDP̂ 
DP„ii  —> Case position in CPrei 
FF[N]]  -H> C(P)«, 
DP„ii  -> SpecCP̂ 
CP«)) -> SpecDPext 
DPexll -> Case position in CPmac 
NPP -  SpecDP̂ 
DP^^ -> Case position in CPrej 
DP»,, -> SpecCPrei 
IPmm -> AdjCP», 
FF[N]]  -»  DexI 

DP,»,, -> Case position in CPmar 
NPP -» SpecDPrf 
DP^^ —> Case position in CPrd 
FF4[N]- >> CO»)™, 
DP»,, -» SpecCP«i 
NN ~>n«ttDea 
CP.B,, -» SpecDP„. 
DPexll —>  Case position in CP^ar 
NPP -> SpecDP.e, 
DPrell -> Case position in CPrel 

FFt[N]- >> C(P)«, 
DPrell -> SpecCP,* 
NN -> Dex, 
CP„,, -  SpecDP„t 
DPextt -> Case position in CP,,̂  
NN -> Drel or FF[N] -> D„, 
DP,eii  —> Case position in CP«i 
FFP.J-».. C«, 
CPndd -> SpecDP«, 
DPextt -> Case position in CPmatr 
»'nn the matrix: 
DPdemm -> Case position in CPDB,, 
inin the correlative clause: 
FF[N]]  -+ Drt, 
DPreii  -> Case position in CP,ei 
DPmm -> SpecCPre, 

reasons s 

Drff  checks $ (weak) with NP 
somee X checks subCase with DP^ 
Qeii  checks wh (strong) with DP„i 
Dot,, checks <|> (weak) & matrCase with N 
somee X checks matrCase with DP^ 
Dtdd checks § (strong) with NP 
somee X checks subCase with DP^ 
Oeii  checks wh (strong) with DPrei 
Dextt checks (j> (strong) & matrCase with N 
somee X checks matrCase with DPe„ 
Dreii  checks <j> (strong) with NP 
somee X checks subCase with DP„i 
<t>> & Case percolation -* heavy pied piping 
Cell  checks wh (strong) with DP^ 
Dex,, checks <|> (strong) & matrCase withh CP,ei 
somee X checks matrCase with DPex, 
D„ii  checks § (weak) with NP 
somee X checks subCase with DP^ 
Oeii  checks wh (strong) with DP„i 
? ? 

Denn checks ty (weak) & matrCase with N 
somee X checks matrCase with DPext 
Dreii  checks ty (strong) with NP 
somee X checks subCase with DP^ 
(|>> percolation (not Case) -> heavy pied piping 
Oeii  checks wh (strong) with DP^ 
Dextt checks matrCase with N 
Dextt checks § (strong) with CP î 
somee X checks matrCase with DPtxt 
Dnii  checks <J> (strong) with NP 
somee X checks subCase with DP^ 
4>> percolation (not Case) -> heavy pied piping 
C„ii  checks wh (strong) with DPrei 
Dex,, checks matrCase with N 
Dextt checks <|> (strong) with CP î 
somee X checks matrCase with DP«t 

Dreii  checks <j> (strong or weak) & subCase with N 
somee X checks subCase with DP^ 
Qeii  checks wh with D^ 
Dextt checks <|> with CPni (heavy pied piping) 
somee X checks matrCase with DPext 

somee X checks matrCase with DPaem 

Dtdd checks <|> & subCase with N 
somee X checks subCase with DP^ 
Creii  checks wh (strong) with DPrel 
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Tablee 7. Structural representations for different relative clause types in a rigid-left 
promotionpromotion theory. 

RCtype RCtype 

post t 

pre e 

cir r 

cor r 

DNRC C 

NDRC C 

N R CD D 

DRCN N 

R C DN N 

RCND D 

RCD D 

RC.Dem m 

structuredstructured representation 

fop.**fop.**  fo FF(NHD1 foP fop.™* fop Nl (D^) t,r V <CH™ ... V  -1!! 

fop^x,fop^x, fo N+Dl fop fop-^ fopU (TX.) UT V < &  fo,... t^ , . . . ] ]] 

fop-extfop-ext fop fop-rd folP N ] ( D ^ ) t ,p ldp., F F ( N H C [I P . .. t<fr. r . . . 1 1T D tq,] 

&»«**  foFF(N>+D] [O, U . . , ^ . . .! [o> [«,„, U.N] (D*) t ^ , », (C) t j ] ] 

TDP^X,, fopfop-^i fopU O X ^ t r V . . . ctfNHC ... t ^ „ , . . . 1T [PI>+-N] t j 

fop^xtfop^xt  fopJjJP-RUNPÏnlXDidHipldp-wJ  <bfNHC ...Jdp-reLiJq , [ D N + D ] tq,] 

THP^ ,, U \r F F f l V l W a i fff... [ C M flMr i N + f D ^ l r™ tnll ] ] T ™ ' T ] «-

r™>«,, u Tr FFrD-wcn rP. fP™ r^., FHNVKD.-ÏI r- NII .. nT n» m 
D^^IaJoE^JöJEEaö+I^LriipNllifCï.... i^^Unn—... [DM™ D ^ (NP)] ...]] 

Inn short, I have tried to provide a coherent and complete system to describe the 
syntacticc aspects of relativization. In the body of this and the previous chapter I have 
excludedd many potential alternatives. Of course I am aware that some details of the 
presentt analysis may not be completely satisfactory (especially concerning 
prenominall  relatives), and they wil l probably be reconsidered in future research. 
Nevertheless,, the promotion theory as argued for is the least implausible analysis of 
relativizationn in general. 




